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PREAMBLE
My views are not popular. Your challenge is to figure out whether unpopular is the same as
wrong.
Watch and observe the follow of 'updates' on social media platforms. Whether it is Twitter or
LinkedIn or whatever, the most popular posts are:


An image - with a (unoriginal) quote



A recipe that promises a quick solution in X number of steps



A wild promise to make someone better at (leadership, personal branding, productivity fill in the blank)



A shortcut to achieving some type of superficial success (be more popular, get more
followers, etc.)

From what I have learned about people's online behaviours, I can say this quite unequivocally:


People don't really want to learn, they want a shortcut.



People don't want to think, they want to be reminded of what they know.



People don't' want to work at figuring something out, wrestle with an application - but
want it given to them.



People don't actually grow their own purpose through self-reflection, they want to
follow the crowd.



People invariably mistake the obvious for the truth.



Almost everybody reading this will think the above don't apply to them.

Despite knowing what people want to read, I don’t write it. I continue to write what people
need to know (mostly) rather than what they want to know. And that is nuts.
WHY?
Most (almost all) people are strongly influenced by the force that Cialdini labelled ‘Social Proof’
– more than they admit. (There are a host other heuristics progressively being revealed by
Neuroscience that supports the powerful influence of the crowd.) The natural consequence of
that is people follow what other people do; and that explains trends, that explains fashion, and
that explains pop culture and much beside.
And this continues to happen despite the overwhelming evidence to the contrary.
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All of the above always, without fail will change. Culture shifts, tastes change and fashions cycle
through; nothing ever remains the same. Every firm belief that an organisation may hold (TQM
anyone?) is eventually abandoned for another belief.
The Gospel (of anything) makes way for a relativistic conception of truth even as the notion of a
relativism explodes the concept of a Truth.
YET – people firmly believe in whatever is that they believe because most other people believe it
– even as they should know that this belief to will fade away like every other before it.
In fact, any rationalist must argue that popularity (of anything) is PROOF of error based on the
historical demise of everything that was once popular.
This short treatise illuminates the mother of all meta-trends.
It is not about 3D printing, it is not about being ‘social’ or collaborative consumption. I may
mention all that and wearable computing, but these ‘trends’ are not the point I seek to make.
What I will attempt to do is make sense of the meta-trend that allows all these other trends to
fall into place. But before I do that, I want to persuade you that in order to really grapple with
the future, you need some new thinking tools. The tools I will introduce you to are not new and
they are not mine, but how you may learn to apply them will be new and hopefully useful.
There is a fortune to be made out of applying your understanding of this trend to a specific
domain problem where you have the functional expertise. Good luck with that.
It may not be popular, and you may even think it is a little nuts. It may not be what you believe
or what you want to hear. Keep an open mind and see if you too can see the patterns unfolding
in front of our very eyes.
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WHAT YOU DON’T NORMALLY READ
I know you might be tempted NOT to read an explanation of the approach to this topic in a ‘Preface’,
but quite honestly, any observation about the world we live needs to be ‘prefaced’. The preface is the
context - so please do read on as I am confident that failing to do so will only cause you to question the
inclusion of certain topics, and will detract from the overall message.
This book is meant to be useful. It is a claim made by most authors, who then promptly proceed to
gather research (i.e. existing ‘facts’) in support of their thesis. Modern writers/commentators seem to
be addicted to being ‘research-based’ because they are too insecure to venture forth armed with an
opinion backed by rational argument. When it comes to social research, ‘re’-search is very often
rehash in an attempt to add weight to spurious arguments.
I have a thesis – that is rather the point of a book – but there are few facts to support it though. But
don’t let lack of factual evidence stand in the way of an opinion. Rather than selectively troll for
specious support in arcane data trends I will be honest about it the lack of research. As someone with a
doctoral thesis under my belt, it is fair to say that I have been there and done that and I can say with
almost complete equivocation that the vast majority of social research is little more than wishful
thinking in any event.
The truth is that an original idea is often an insight without real substance beyond intuition. When
that insight is about the shape of the future, it is necessarily unprovable. The one thing we know about
the future is that it does not play out to be an extension of existing trends. Hence no flying cars and we
don’t dine on a selection of pills.
The nature of the book is such that I am sharing a view of the world. It is not based on ''research' and
therefore there is not quantifiable basis to the prognostications. My approach is rather more
philosophical. Since the former approach is, IMHO, largely discredited as stated earlier.
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OUTLINE
I lay my cards on the table in Part A - largely by distancing myself from most future-telling and
forecasting. I attempt to articulate how I think and how I perceive the world because ultimately that is
the filter through which I present my views here – but more importantly I am offering up the outcomes
of my mental models as a way of engaging differently with the future.
I believe that is therefore important to share my 'mental models' - that is the building blocks of my
particular worldview so that you can judge the changes I anticipate within (a) my framework for
intellectual honesty and (b) against your own frameworks for validity and acceptance or rejection of
my proposition. This includes a fairly superficial run-through of General Systems Theory and Chaos
Theory.
Ultimately I am predicting a change in the human system - or more specifically a collection of human
systems. This means one should at least consider a few key features of human behaviour that I believe
underpin the evolutionary changes that are re-shaping these systems. (These factors are effectively the
‘attractors’ in the system – don’t worry that will make sense soon.)
The next section touches on a few of the key trends that are reasonably broadly accepted. The
intention is not to discover any new trends per se, but simply to demonstrate that change is happening
and these trends are 'pointing' somewhere. Hopefully the reader will agree with that my description of
that 'somewhere is a reasonable conclusion. I make the point that identifying trends are in and of itself
not a useful contribution for a futurist to make.
Trends are identified based on data points (hard or soft) and then creatively extrapolated by virtue of
application in various industries. To wit: Facebook is growing at a million users a day, therefore
Facebook will be important as more people can be found there. Marketers will have to discover
creative ways of delivering content and innovative ways to engage: authenticity is the word du jour
and the abiding trend in. Forgive my crassness, but I cannot respond to this type of prognostications in
any other way but to mutter ‘whoopee-fuckin’-do’ to myself in frustration.
In Part B we come to the core of the book - a discussion of the actual human systems that will change,
in what way they will change and why. There is an underlying, cohesive paradigm that unifies the
changes - figuratively, the pot at the end of the arc of this particular rainbow is discovered - and with it
a few core insights that apply to those systems we discuss, but also to any and all the reader can
imagine.
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We briefly consider what the impact and ramifications of the changing paradigm will be.
Unfortunately, and this may be a personality defect, I find it easier to anticipate mostly negative
consequences, but I rest assured that at the very least that it may help a few readers prepare for that
bleak future.
In the final instance, I move beyond the philosophical to explore what these changes may mean in
practice in the domain that I am most familiar with - that of business strategy, marketing and retailing.
I outline a few frameworks that articulate the functioning of these business activities within the
context of this new world.
I will paint a picture with a broad brush – and allow you fill in the detail based on your interpretation of
the likely outcomes I have postulated.
The book is in the first instance about anticipating what our future might be like. The purpose of such
insight is not so much to gain advantage or even to prepare as it is to merely arrive there. One might
be tempted to think that mere arrival at the future is inevitable, but not so. To arrive there means you
must survive long enough for the future to arrive; and surviving means making many correct decisions
between now and then.
Inevitably the book is then about the present and the decisions we make on the way to the future. If
you as the reader want to make the decisions I am hoping you will make then it is not simply about
painting a compelling picture of the future, it is also very much about understanding and accepting the
worldview (paradigms if you like) that underpin and inform the perceptions that constructed that
particular view of the future.
“For instance, on the planet Earth, man had always assumed that he was more
intelligent than dolphins because he had achieved so much—the wheel, New York, wars
and so on—whilst all the dolphins had ever done was muck about in the water having a
good time. But conversely, the dolphins had always believed that they were far more
intelligent than man—for precisely the same reasons.”
― Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy
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PART A
The science and the art of futurecasting demand a new language and a new process and new
frameworks. This part of the book is one attempt to help us think about the future differently; to
elevate it beyond pet ideas and empty extrapolations of meaningless data.
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WHEN FUTURE IS YESTERDAY PLUS TODAY
My daughter is participating in a footy tipping competition at work. I don’t partake, and I don’t
condone it since I consider gambling to be a disease I don’t want to tempt, and footy tipping
competitions are insidious forms of the disease. But she is an adult. The problem is she doesn’t follow
footy close enough to even know who is playing, never mind picking the winner. I, on the other hand
love footy. So she calls me for advice. She promised to
take me out to dinner with the winnings.
I have a gift for picking out winning scenarios. (In fact,
the business my wife and I founded – Ganador – means
‘winner’ in Spanish.) Picking the winners is the job of
futurists but that is also the problem. But I have a
problem with ‘futurists’ and have avoided ‘futurism’ as a
discipline.
Many futurists are charlatans and frauds, and an even
bigger problem is that futurists are part of the noise and
not the signal. The ubiquity and ease of starting a blog seems to be driver of this rather than having
something unique to say. A subscription to Wired, Fast Company and PFSK seems to be all that is
required to equip consultants with enough pseudo-facts to carve out a career as a strategist if not a
futurist. (Buying a membership to some internet-based society adds to the perceived credibility.)
There are different kinds of futurists, including the statistical and the philosophical.
Noreena Hertz1 is the statistical kind. Her website describes her approach as ‘unique, integrated (that)
combines traditional economic analysis with foreign policy trends, psychology, behavioural economics,
anthropology, history and sociology. And her work is considered to provide a much needed blueprint for
rethinking economics and corporate strategy.’
Her team recently predicted the winner2 of the X-Factor in the USA, and this experiment by Noreena
Hertz involved “developing a sophisticated algorithm, the team effectively "listened in" on hundreds of
thousands of tweets at once and deduced not just the number and subject of messages but also, for the
first time, the sentiment. In doing so they were able to make an accurate guess about who would stay
and go each week.”
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Apparently they picked the winner. But does statistical extrapolation and data mining make you a real
futurist? There is certainly value in what they do, but although it prognosticates about the future, I
don’t classify that is true futurecasting.
The Grandma of Futurists is of course Faith Popcorn – she of ‘cocooning fame’ – and she lies
somewhere in between the statistical and philosophical. As an ex advertising executive she has the
knack (or maybe awful habit) of labelling her trend predictions (EGOnomics, atmosFEAR, futureTENSE
and the rEVElotion et al) which makes for great media sound bites and consequently easier
consumption. Like Noreena Hertz, she relies on research, albeit maybe a different methodology. Her
‘secret sauce’ is crowd sourcing her insights. She has a giant ‘panel’ (of 10,000+) that she calls her
‘talent bank’. She basically interviews this panel constantly and then synthesizes the responses - and
slaps a label on it.
Popcorn is good – one can’t argue with too many of her predictions or observations. As she herself has
been saying though, predicting the future is not that hard but applying it is, and she has therefore
positioned herself as an ‘Applied Futurist’.
That is one way of doing it, and I have no real argument with it. I must confess thought that I feel
ambivalent towards the art of slapping labels on self-evident trends and simply making the obvious
more digestible for the public. I don’t write that as a criticism, but rather to explain that my efforts will
be in the first instance on a metaphysical – even philosophical level if I can be so pretentious. I do this
to open a debate and put forward my view about HOW we think about the future – more than exactly
what the future will look like.
The real pioneering thinkers that also managed to make futurism / futurology accessible like Handy
and Toffler have made laudable, original contributions to the discipline. They struck the right balance
between research and original thought and combined with an accessible writing style, they also struck
a chord with the general public.
Pseudo Predictions and Bogans
The problem with predicting tomorrow is that in principle it does not look as different from, today as
we think it will. In practice it is not an extension of today’s technologies and trends. Human beings are
the ones doing the predicting and we perceive it to be more influenced by today than by yesterday.
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Before I continue I should qualify what I am about to say with the observation that predictions and
projections can of course be made – quite accurately too. It just depends on the ‘domain’ that the
prediction lies in.
On the personal domain, I can predict very accurately how my wife would react if I did X. I can predict
that the baby will cry if something happens or that I will be hungry if I go without food for a day or
more. On a natural domain we can predict that the sun will rise and at what time. We can predict what
will happen to an orange if you squeeze it. (Predicting climate change is another matter altogether.)
The domain that I am referring to in this article is the domain that concerns business strategy, and that
is the social, political and economic domain. These domains are complex systems with countless,
unknowable interconnections and which defies attempts at predicting any outcomes.
This does not stop every blogger from publishing their predictions for the coming year in early January.
Every blogger has the platform to play futurist and they do. That is the noise.
In these domains, predictions are often really quite worthless, practically and intellectually. And our
attempts to continue to do so do not say much about how smart we think we are. The Law of
Unintended Consequences has been proven so many times, but somehow we think we can beat it.
SIDEBAR: To illustrate, there are a few fun
digressions that you can pick up in the end
notes of the book. Check this out.3 These are
predictions4 that were predicted for 2003 and
you can make up your own mind.
Have some fun with Incorrect
Predictions5 from Wikipedia.
Predictions from inside Apple6 – what worked
and what did not.
There are problems with predictions and this image illustrates vividly how we go about envisaging the
future. It is almost always a modified version of what we know. (That is why science
fiction writers have a pretty good strike rate - they are not obliged to base their vision in reality.)
To phrase that in terms of shapes: The future is perceived as a linear extension of today’s reality.
Central to my thesis is that for practical purposes there are no straight lines – or at least that straight
lines are from a complex systems perspective (e.g. not sub-atomic level) purely an abstract idea.
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Guilty as charged
I recently wrote a piece to highlight some of the trends impacting on the Australian Retail market. I did
exactly what I am accusing others of. Except that I offer this as opinion and observation for the
purposes of discussion, rather than as a professional making a formal contribution.
Trends are dangerous things. Get them early and get them right and you ride the wave of
success. Get them late and they are nothing but empty buzzwords. You can be the judge of the
following six trends that are very evident in the economic landscape.
The first three trends (and most established) are described as SoLoMo: Social, Local, and
Mobile. The second mashup is described as ToDaClo: Touch, Data (specifically big data) and
Cloud (computing).
Social
Social is NOT about social media per se, but it is about the socialisation (not socialising) of work
practices, marketing and consumer behaviour generally.
Local
Local is not just local, it is about hyper-local. According to Mashable:
“The phrase ‘hyperlocal search’ emerged when PC users searching for local information on
engine sites such as Google were connected to the latest information, news and deals for that
area. But now with rise of smartphones and tablets that integrate geo-location technology such
as GPS to help users locate what’s around them...”
Mobile
Mobile is not about mobile phones per se but about anything that enables the mobile consumer
to access anything anywhere, anytime. (Ubiquitous distribution according Lewis & Dart’s New
Rules of Retail.)
Touch
Tablets and touch-screens are re-defining how we interact with our devices. This cool video will
give you a great insight into how the world is evolving.
Data
Search ‘Big Data’ and you will 111,000,000 results. Big Data is why Facebook is worth a gazillion
dollars. The goal of big data is to discover repeatable business patterns, particularly in an
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organisation’s unstructured data, most of it located in text files. Here is an example of a small
company capitalising on this trend.
Cloud
Being one of the early adopters of NBN, we have already moved most of our operation into the
cloud. I am not yet brave enough to ditch Ms Word, but it is getting close.
For some of these trends the adaptation/exploitation strategies are obvious and abundant. For
others, it’s harder to see the immediate impact on say an independent retail business. Arguably,
ToDaClo appears more applicable to tech companies and eCommerce outfits than traditional,
smaller stores.
I do this often. At the time of writing (Q1; 2013) I also nominate a few other ‘trends’. Right now I am
calling the end of the GFC - my next big one7. It is in the middle of the Euro zone crisis, including
bankruptcy fears in Cyprus. I don’t have charts…for obvious reasons.
I anticipate that we are entering a (modest) Bull Market. (Some ups and downs – but overall at least 10
years of growth.) This growth won’t come in the same sectors and industries that we previously
benefited from growth, so there will still be massive pain for many businesses as those industries fade
into obscurity.
There is one caveat about Australia: The government is extremely meddlesome and they are tinkering
with a system they don’t understand – in fact, no one can truly understand a complex adaptive system.
Most other governments have learned a lesson over the last five years – but since Australia was spared
the worst of the downside, we may not have much of an upside – and there may even be some pain
coming our way depending on what the government will break anytime soon. (Or they could still be
lucky.) There are cultural reasons that predicate a dire future for Australia – more about that later.
I mention trends and it may seem to be that I am predicting the future, but that post was nothing of
the sort. Sadly, articles like that do get bandied about as predictions and there are a slew of gurus on
every bandwagon. Too often futurist blogger simply read more obscure journals than their followers or
have access to scientific reports earlier than most people would bother. Simply announcing a new
scientific discovery is not predicting the future.
When Gordon Moore predicted that processor capacity would double every two years, he not only got
the trend right, it was a logarithmic trend not a linear one, which is incredibly hard to do. (Moore’s Law
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now even has its own website8). But as hard that was to do and is powerful as it is to know that in
advance; few could actually nominate specifically what the effect of Moore’s Law would be.
Futurecasting is that delicious blend of art and science, and it usually the absence of the ‘art’ that
indicates lazy thinking. Moore wasn’t a futurist, and I doubt it was more than just an observation given
his intimate knowledge of the particular domain of processors. But what would have turned his
observation into a futurecast, would have been the scenarios that would or could play out when that
happens.
It does not help anyone to simply describe a trend. A true prediction that is a useful prediction is
framing observable trends in the context of social behaviour generally and consumer behaviour
specifically. (I am writing this for business-minded people, entrepreneurs and the like.)
How will people react/ behave? What will they be doing differently and how will that differ from the
way they did it before? Let’s de-bunk some myths about predicting the future:
Human hindsight is often “20-20" but it is beyond human mental limits to really know with much
precision what tomorrow will bring. No palm reader, no fortune teller, no astrologer, no forecaster,
not even an econometrician, can ever dispel the uncertainty of the future. Austrian economist Ludwig
von Mises, in Human Action, tells us:
If it were possible to calculate the future state of the market, the future would not be uncertain.
There would be neither entrepreneurial loss nor profit. What people expect from the economists
is beyond the power of any mortal man. [Read more9.]
This must be true because the contrary would completely negate the possibility of action. If man knew
future events completely, he would never act, since no act of his could change the situation. Thus, the
fact of action signifies that the future is uncertain to the actors.
This uncertainty about future events stems from two basic sources: the unpredictability of
human acts of choice and insufficient knowledge about natural phenomena. Man does not
know enough about natural phenomena to predict all their future developments, and he cannot
know the content of future human choices. [Read more10.]
As Ludwig von Mises used to point out to those who were tempted to succumb to the razzle- dazzle of
economic forecasting: If someone were really able to forecast the economic future, he wouldn't be
wasting his time putting out market letters or econometric models. He’d be busy making several trillion
dollars forecasting the stock and commodity markets. [Read more11.]
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Top 10 Forecasts12 (December 12, 1989)
The World Future Society's "Top 10 Forecasts" for the coming decade and beyond:


Cash will become illegal in the future for all but very small monetary transactions.



"Electronic immigrants"--people who telecommute via computers to work in another country-will be the new global workers of the future.



Robots with human intelligence will be common within 50 years. (By 2040)



Physical restraints such as prisons will become unnecessary in the future with the availability
and widespread use of electrical and chemical implants that will allow 24-hour-a-day control of
individuals' behaviour.



Future furniture will be "smarter," able to communicate with householders and move about
the home.



The greenhouse effect may cause Canada's population to surpass that of the United States as
U.S. citizens immigrate to warmed-up areas of Canada, attracted by favourable living and
working conditions.



Replacing defective genes with healthy substitutes will be a common medical practice by the
first decade of the 21st Century. (By 2010)



"Smart" cars with built-in computers will integrate navigation systems with collision-avoidance
systems and controls that adjust the speed of the car of the distance and speed of the vehicle
being followed. Eventually, automatic chauffeuring systems will be added that will do all the
driving.



There will be an increase in two-generation geriatric families during the 1990s--adult children in
their 60s and 70s caring for parents in their 90s. This could lead to changes in everything from
redesigned houses to slowed-down traffic lights.



Future gardens will have artificial plants that can be programmed to change colours--or even
species--with the seasons.

There are many societal trends which seem irreversible. For instance, a futurist is predicting the
demise of many professions by 2020: Shorthand secretary <> Switchboard operator <> Receptionist <>
Bookbinder <> Printer <> Typist <> Supermarket cashier <> Photo processor <> Video store owner.
(Read the full list of 48 13dying professions.)
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I won't go into Gen Y, Z and whatever comes next. The ageing population. The global village. The list
goes on. It is not all bunkum – to be fair. This article in the New York Times14 (1982) predicts changes
that will be driven by the internet. I mention a few here:
The home will double as a place of employment, with men and women conducting much of
their work at the computer terminal.
Home-based shopping will permit consumers to control manufacturing directly, ordering
exactly what they need for ''production on demand.''
There will be a shift away from conventional workplace and school socialization. Friends, peer
groups and alliances will be determined electronically, creating classes of people based on
interests and skills rather than age and social class.
A new profession of information ''brokers'' and ''managers'' will emerge, serving as
''gatekeepers,'' monitoring politicians and corporations and selectively releasing information to
interested parties.
The ''extended family'' might be recreated if the elderly can support themselves through
electronic homework, making them more desirable to have around.
It may have taken longer than they thought, but you must agree it is pretty accurate? And we
therefore conclude that making accurate predictions is possible and hugely beneficial – not the least of
which being that your business has a much increased probability of survival.
The question futurists must ask
So the question we must ask is NOT ‘what changes are imminent’, but what the future landscape looks
like. It is not so much about the extrapolation of existing evidential trends/factors as much as it should
be about re-creating a context of the future; that is what the fabric of society will look like. The specific
technological or social or engineering innovations are best left up to the individuals and corporations.
Ultimately, my aim is not to persuade you of my vision of the future, but to engage you to think
about your future.
The question though, remains: Why another book with predictions? By my own admission most
predictions are wrong so reading a book that (attempts) to paint a picture of the future is likely to be
wrong.
And even if it wasn’t, there are good forecasters like this reasonably useful slide deck (PSFK presents
Future of Retail report15) that spells out not simply the trend but also the changing behaviours that is
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already available and it is based on some quantifiable data. If there are good (free and practical)
insights to be had, what is the purpose of this book? And the corollary; why should you bother reading
it?
I think coming to conclusions like: “shopping is best experienced socially” or “stores should
communicate the brand experience” are not particularly helpful.
Showing examples of what the application of those ideas look like (e.g. social retailing) is interesting
but not (in my experience) instructive for the average retailer. They simply look at that example and
say: ‘that’s nice, but I couldn’t do that’.
I will aim to show readers how to translate the picture of the future into executable strategies for any
type of business.
The problem with predictions
Extrapolation is not prediction
Most people have a reasonably short time-frame (2-5 years) when it comes to identifying trends. The
best most pundits can come up with is to actually label a trend that is demonstrably, statistically
evident. At the other end of the scale, one can think about the ‘way the world is going’ on such
metaphysical levels that it serves no purpose. To wit:


Observation#1: They observe a trend such as an increase in mobile phone penetration rates



Observation #2: Online shopping is increasing



Prediction: More and more people will shop online using their phones. (They may now even
research this and justify their prediction.) This prediction uses ‘triangulation’ to identify a third
trend based on two prior observations.



Message: Get ready for mobile retail (or if you are that way inclined, maybe something like
‘custoMOBility’).



Strategy: The advice futurists dish out is that retailers should have websites that allows
customers to shop on their mobiles (cell phones).

I have major problems with almost every part of this process.
This is simplistic and obvious. It may be true enough, but these trends will have many other
consequences which are not always thought through. How many futurists will say to the retailer that
they might (to use one simple example) have to evaluate the quality of their cellular reception or
maybe even that they need to negotiate reliable reception as part of their lease? Of course you can
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argue that the ‘beneficiary’ of the prediction is obligated to think of those things for themselves, but
then again, I can argue that they don’t need the futurist to do the predicting if it is so generic as it to be
useless. These types of predictions are best left to bloggers, and should not be the domain of
professionals.
Get ready for mobile retail is stating the bleeding obvious. It does not actually help the recipient of
such sage advice do anything because it does not explain everything. It makes for great blog posts and
PR headlines though. This message connects two very obvious dots and as such has limited value.
Making straight line predictions will always be wrong. Or at the very least straight line extrapolations
are as right as a broken clock – twice a day it will be perfectly correct and 100% wrong the rest of time.
The inter-relatedness of systems is a real, all-pervasive truth and not a new-age platitude. When
people encounter the Law of Unintended Consequences it is really only the effect of failing to
recognise the interdependence of all systems.
Symptoms vs Causes
Another pet hate (and I seem to have quite the menagerie going) is that people, and I mean here from
the CEO down, and famous futurists that shall remain nameless, really confuse themselves by not
distinguishing properly between cause and symptom.
This is a very important consideration, and compels me to (later) explore ‘systems thinking’ to provide
a mental framework for people to understand how they are different and how they can distinguish one
form the other.
I have never been able to think of an aspect of corporate life that cannot be fitted into the concept of
system. Quality problems. Recruiting. Bookkeeping. Everything. So now that you understand the
concept and that the component parts of a system are different; you can start analysing things within
this framework. This skill alone can propel you up the organisational leader because people will think
you are an absolute genius. It is the skill or ability to distinguish between a problem (root cause) and a
symptom – the indicator of the problem.
Here is an obvious one: The CEO announces that the company has a problem - sales are flat. Action is
required. Insert loud alarm bells here. Declining sales is not a problem. Maybe it is poor quality
products? Wait, that is a symptom of something else, isn’t it? Maybe the problem is the pricing
strategy? Or is the wrong strategy a symptom of something else – like untrained staff? Or poor market
research? Wait, no, poor market research may be because of wrong brief? Wrong research agency?
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Where does it end? Is everything not then just a bloody symptom and don’t really have problems?
(That is the nature of interconnected systems.)
Time to go back to Economics 101 – they did teach some useful stuff at university, after all. The
principal inputs into the economic system are the 4 M’s, right? Remember that? Man. Machine.
Material. Money.
When you analyse any system with the economic system, you are likely to work your way back (by
asking ‘why is that so?’) to one of these four ‘resources’. They are the key inputs. And surprise,
surprise, the real problem is almost always traced back to PEOPLE. People make mistakes. That is
almost always the problem.
This does not mean the skill in getting ahead is to find out who is to blame – even though that happens
all the time – the better skill is to be able to trace problems back to their real, root cause and then be
able to address it at that level. You will become an instant managerial magician.
At the root of every problem, at the heart of every solution is ‘people’. That should not be too
surprising, because what is a company other than a bunch of people working together? An
organisation is nothing more than a collection of tribes huddled together around the warm glow of
positive cash flow.
For example: A trend is ‘vigilante consumers’. Later I will touch on this topic and explain in more detail,
but suffice to say ‘vigilante consumers’ (i.e. consumers as ‘activists’) is not the trending cause – it is a
trending symptom.
It has therefore of limited practical value to contemplate the impact of vigilante consumers on your
business. It is true that these people exist. It is true that their ranks are swelling. But this is
symptomatic of other, bigger and more fundamental drivers of behaviour. And understanding those
drivers are more useful because ultimately you will be able to formulate a responsive strategy that will
be more relevant not only to that particular manifestation but to the root cause in general.
I hope that explains why I do this and how I do this and why it is useful and different.
On this topic Toffler and I are in agreement. He is quoted16 in a radio interview with Norman Swan as
follows:
“In fact, we think that people who talk about trend analysis and trend projection are really
peddling a very, very poor way of thinking about the future. Trends usually are interpreted to
mean straight-line development so that if something grew by 2% last year and 2% the year
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before, it will continue to grow at 2% this year and next year. That's childish, especially when
you live in times like ours which are extremely turbulent, in which we have fundamental
changes taking place at high speed -- powerful, sometimes global changes. And so we reject
trend extrapolation as a method. Trends never tell you why things happen. They seldom tell
you what counter-trends there may be. There are many, many things wrong with trend
projection.”
On the shoulder of Giants
Readers will note that I won’t be quoting research and relying on very specific predictions about
statistically verifiable trends. The purpose of this book is not to impress you with my research (with the
emphasis on ‘re-’ which amounts to rehashing what someone else has already said.
My purpose is to make you think. To that end I want to talk about the really big picture trends in
society and life. These trends are philosophical as much as they are scientific. By their nature, they are
conceptual rather than narrowly factual.
Not long after I had started writing, I couldn’t help shake the feeling that I am stating the obvious and
soon I remembered the stellar work that Alvin Toffler did in the early 80’s and after a quick refresh, I
realised that he has done a better job than I had planned on doing and that in essence my work is an
extension of Toffler’s early thoughts. (And by that I am not making a grandiose claim, but simply
acknowledging that I will be clambering onto the shoulder of a giant momentarily to glimpse into the
future.)
The introduction17 to Toffler’s work is taken directly from Wikipedia since they do an admirable job of
summarising his work titled The Third Wave.
‘In the book Toffler describes three types of societies, based on the concept of 'waves' - each
wave pushes the older societies and cultures aside.
The First Wave is the settled agricultural society which prevailed in much of the world after
the Neolithic Revolution, which replaced hunter-gatherer cultures.
The Second Wave is Industrial Age society. The Second Wave began in Western Europe with
the Industrial Revolution, and subsequently spread across the world. Key aspects of Second
Wave society are the nuclear family, a factory-type education system and the corporation.
Toffler writes: "The Second Wave Society is industrial and based on mass production, mass
distribution, mass consumption, mass education, mass media, mass recreation, mass
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entertainment, and weapons of mass destruction. You combine those things
with standardization, centralization, concentration, and synchronization, and you wind up with
a style of organization we call bureaucracy."
The Third Wave is the post-industrial society. Toffler says that since the late 1950s most
countries have been transitioning from a Second Wave society into a Third Wave society. He
coined many words to describe it and mentions names invented by others, such as
the Information Age.’
This book is NOT the Fourth Wave, and if you read it to the end you will see why it is not so much the
fourth wave but more a case of back to the future. The critical point to make at this juncture is that
Toffler’s unique contribution was his framework of ‘waves’ that displaced each other. His interest was
not so much trends than it was discontinuities as he states in his book (p13).
The contribution I hope to make in this publication is that change does NOT have the shape of a wave –
but something altogether different.
I strongly advise readers to familiarise themselves with Toffler’s work since I am going to play fast and
loose with the facts. If you can’t get hold of the book readily, you will find a good, quick summary of
the main points18 online.
His predictions and insights into the Third Wave were insightful and far-reaching, especially
considering that he wrote his works before the Internet or even PCs were mainstream attributes of the
workplace.
The problem always occurs when we dial back our vision of the future to something more immediate
and useful. And Toffler got this wrong as often as he got it right in a big way. Consider for instance his
predictions about the traits that would be valued in Society:
The society will not be child-centred; motherhood will be diminished. Parents will be less
permissive. Children will be given growing responsibility from an early age. Education will
become interspersed and interwoven with work, and will be more spread out over a lifetime. On
the job, the ability to accept responsibility, to adapt swiftly to change and to be sensitive to your
fellow workers will be prized. Successful people will be complex and individualistic. Blind
obedience on the job will be penalized. Independent thinking, questioning of authority, talking
back will be rewarded. Self-reliance and the ability to do things with one's own hands will
become prestigious.
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Arguably he got several of those wrong (depending on your cultural perspective). What encourages me
is that the ones I consider him to be off the mark with (e.g. successful people will be complex and
individualistic) would have been predicted differently in my framework. Beyond the obvious fact that
all people are complex and to some degree individualistic, I would argue that most of the successes in
the business world at least have come about because of teams or least pairs of people who
complemented each other well (e.g. Mark Zuckerberg & Sheryl Sandberg). Not to mention that ‘social’
is the dominant theme in the tech space and has been for more than a decade – i.e. the opposite of
individualistic.
But if you consider his fundamental views about the work place and society, his predictions were
chillingly accurate:
"For Third Wave civilization…will restructure education, redefine scientific research and, above
all, reorganize the media of communication... Instead of being culturally dominated by a few
mass media, Third Wave civilization will rest on inter- active, de-massified media, feeding
extremely diverse and often highly personalized imagery into and out of the mind- stream of the
society.
"The giant centralized computer with its whirring tapes and complex cooling systems--where it
still exists--will be supplemented by myriad chips of intelligence, embedded in one form or
another in every home, hospital, and hotel, every vehicle, and appliance, virtually every
building-brick. The electronic environment will literally converse with us" (p352).
"To operate these factories and offices of the future, Third Wave companies will need workers
capable of discretion and resourcefulness rather than rote responses. To prepare such
employees, schools will increasingly shift away from present methods still largely geared to
producing Second Wave workers for highly repetitive work" (353).
The reason why Toffler succeed (and became famous in the process) is because he based his
projections on the fundamental meta-trends that were shaping the world we live in. He was
considering societal changes based on patterns that are evident over millennia – not merely the last
two years’ mobile phone sales data or how many teraflops of data was being accumulated on hard
drives everywhere to make a prediction about – future mobile phone sales or the sales of hard-drives.
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In that same spirit, I want to think about the fundamental, millennial patterns that govern society
rather than short term trends and attempt to discover some new, useful insights. Like Toffler, I will
dial back the prognostications from the millennial to the annual in order for it to be useful.
Furthermore, I want to narrow some of the predictions to the commercial domain: the way society and
people engage with the simple tasks of making a living. To that end I will focus on the changes that will
affect trade in general, merchants and marketers specifically.
Just don’t ask me to pick the winner of Idol or the weekend footy, although I am currently 2 from 2, I
really don’t have a magic crystal ball. As much as my daughter believes otherwise, by the end of the
season we will in all probability end somewhere mid-table.
Predicting the future has really very little to do with picking winners on the footy field. Not the least of
all the consequence of getting it right or wrong is a whole lot more serious.
The Thesis of the Book
In the chapters that follow I will be addressing scientific and/or philosophical concepts which may at
first blush have very little to do with predicting the future. I will introduce the reader (somewhat
selectively, even superficially) to a range of metaphysical concepts.
The risk I take is that a knowledgeable reader finds a minor point of disagreement or perceives a
critical omission and consequently misses the important conclusions I hope to draw. I have to weigh
this up with the risk that people will consider my eventual conclusions where I draw parallels with a
bygone era unjustifiable. The latter is deemed a more unacceptable risk.
At a high level, this is the plan of the book and the structure of the argument:


The universe is comprised of interconnected systems. Life and all within it is a system.



The system that is life is governed by the principles of chaotic systems.



Chaos theory can be expressed and visualised as fractals.



Every fractal is comprised of fixed, identifiable iterative element – so we want to find that
iterative element (or pattern)



Fractals are created by the power of attractors – so we must find the attractors of our system
because that will help us predict the next phase of every pattern.



If you make your temporal perspective long enough, these patterns may become more readily
identifiable.
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Identified patterns cannot be simply extrapolated (given the high-level perspective) but are
useful to envision broad-brush scenarios.



All of the above are subject to the vagaries and complexities of humans who cause and are
affected by the trend impacts – making the system sensitive to initial conditions; and making
determination of specific outcomes somewhat of a lottery.
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THE WAY THE WORLD IS
I should say ‘the way the world is – according to me’. Naturally I see things from a certain perspective –
and I highlight those below.
But we are all guilty, so your acceptance or rejection of my observations and conclusions are similarly
tainted by the frame you look through.
This section is necessary to lay down the foundations of why (if it is) we can even attempt to predict
the future? On the face of it, predictions are doomed to fail for the very obvious reason that no one
alive has been able to consistently predict the future, because if there were, we would have heard
about that person.
And if accurate predictions about the future can’t be consistently made, what distinguishes these
pontifications from the rest of the opinions out there?
Frames & Perspectives
To appreciate the powerful influence a ‘frame’ has on the person, consider a practical example that is
quite prevalent in many countries; that is the issue of gay marriage. If you are in the prognostication
business, you can attempt to predict the way legislation around gay (or SSM) marriages will play out by
looking at the number of people who are openly gay or you can look at the number of court cases
challenging convention or any such quantifiable trend and make a prediction based on linear extension
of that trend.
On the flipside you may consider trends around religious growth; you may observe legislation become
more restrictive or you may observe trends in HIV infection rates amongst homosexuals and use that
to predict the exact opposite based on a perceived increased distaste for deviant behaviour.
Obviously only one of these arguments can be valid. On any given day, any arguments and counterarguments which are simply based on statistical extrapolation of (near) linear trends are all equally
valid.
How will it play out? To answer this question, look at how the two sides of the debate are framing the
argument and the one with the most powerful frame/perspective will win out.
I don’t believe that is necessary because the SSM debate is framed in such a way (by the media,
intentionally or not) as one of ‘equality’. Eventually, in any modern democracy that particular
argument must win out.
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Consider these examples of how different frames will dictate a different debate, a different decision
and therefore a different future:
Frame 1 (Liberal): In a modern society basic equality is a human right. Everybody has an equal right to
marriage. LGBT people too, have the right to marriage.
If you consider yourself modern and/or fair then you will support the principle of SSM because you
support the principle of equality.
Frame 2: (Conservative): What progressives want is not an equal right to marriage for gay people but
rather to redefine the (existing) institution of marriage so as to shed its heteronormativity. Regardless
of whether that’s a bad idea or not, it’s got nothing to do with “equal rights.” Progressives don’t want
an equal right to get married; they want the creation of a (new) right to marry the person they are
attracted to regardless of their gender.
Liberals frame the debate as an issue of equality, and conservatives understand that it’s obvious that
describing SSM as “equal rights” and “equality” is nonsensical.
Outcome: The liberals (in the philosophical, not political sense) have succeeded to frame the debate as
one of equality and the conservatives have failed to re-frame the debate in a way that is accessible to
the public.
The liberal frame is easy, intuitive and seemingly inarguable, and the conservative frame is complex.
Based on the context of liberal, westernised democracies; it is self-evident that the frame that will win
out is the one that is simple and relatable. Not only do you NOT need to rely on statistics, relying on
statistics may in fact be misleading.
This is of course especially true for meta-trends and issues/variables in complex adaptive systems. The
frequency of counter-trends and disruptive black swan events are so common and logically obvious yet
not everyone sees them.
NN Taleb (author the Black Swan) refers to this as the ‘turkey problem’ – his illustration of the black
swan metaphor:
“Consider a turkey that is fed every day, Every single feeding will firm up the bird’s belief that it
is the general rule of life to be fed every day by friendly members of the human race ‘looking out
for its best interests,’ as a politician would say. On the afternoon of the Wednesday before
Thanksgiving, something unexpected will happen to the turkey. It will incur a revision of belief.”
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This is an example of how someone who was tempted to keep connecting the same dots ad infinitum.
Nothing lasts forever might be a first-order cliché, but that does not make it less true. And viewing the
future as an extension of today is deservedly labelled the turkey perspective.
This does not mean one cannot simply extend the line and join the dots. Most days you will be right. If
you have a very short timeframe, and the consequences of getting it wrong tomorrow are significant,
then betting that tomorrow will look just like today is a pretty safe bet. In the turkey’s case he will be
right for hundreds of consecutive days – and wrong only once.
Considering short-term statistical extrapolations is a useful exercise when there are short temporal
perspectives. Its value is limited for longer-term strategic decision making.
It is only proper that one considers the role of futurists and contemplates the art and science of
predictions and forecasts properly. The tongue is now firmly removed from the cheek. If you want to
fully understand and subscribe to a particular philosophy – including this one that underpins our view
of the next stage of mankind.
The world as we know it – and this includes everything from the Higgs Boson particle to black holes
and multi-verses are generally seen by systems thinkers specifically, but the population generally too,
as a complex adaptive system. If this is the case then we must spend a few moments on it.
SIDEBAR: The next page or two is absolutely critical to the arguments postulated later. I am connecting
various major theories and paradigmatic foundational ideas in a way that is not commonly done. I
would like to encourage you to read these pages multiple times to understand what I trying to do. I
could have tried to expand on each theory more, but quite honestly each of those theories are worth a
library of their own, and there is no easy place to stop explaining the connections, so I am doing it at
most basic level, and trust your intuition to fill in the blanks.
Daniel Stein, compares Chaos/Complexity to a "theological concept", because many people talk about
it but no one knows what it really is. (From the Preface19 to the lectures given at the 1988 Complex
Systems Summer School for the Santa Fe Institute in New Mexico.) That won’t stop me from trying.
And that is my excuse if you happen to disagree with my interpretation.
Introduction to General Systems Theory
Chaos is the science of the global nature of systems20 so it makes sense to briefly explain what we
mean by system as it is a central thesis of this philosophy. (In the next section I will explain chaos
theory in a bit more detail.) The concept that explains the corporation, management and all the
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component parts best is that of General Systems Theory.1 Wikipedia lists21 over forty different types of
systems theories.
Truth be told, what follows is a mixed management philosophy: a bastardisation the original General
Systems Theory (GST) and Chaos Theory and I will switch domains and treat some concepts
interchangeably. (The purpose here is not to explain chaos theory or systems thinking per se, but to
rather explain how it relates to everyday life and the world of work.) I essentially take one type of
system (self-regulating, closed-loop cybernetic system) and connect it into other systems with a
Russian doll construction of endless systems within systems.
GST is at once elegantly simple and complicated, but it is a life view that makes sense. (Life is simplicity
complicated.) It is a way of describing how the world works, without committing to any particular
doctrine. It is relatively assumption-neutral and it is comprehensive. You are challenged to find any
aspect of life in general and management in particular that does not fit this framework.
The systems view was based on several fundamental ideas. First, all phenomena can be viewed
as a web of relationships among elements, or a system. Second, all systems, whether electrical,
biological, or social, have common patterns, behaviors, and properties that can be understood
and used to develop greater insight into the behavior of complex phenomena and to move
closer toward a unity of the sciences. (From Wikipedia.2)
Specifically I rely on the principles of cybernetics to help reveal the iterative pattern (from chaos
theory) that enables us to understand the behaviour of the complex, dynamic system that is the Socioeconomic domain that is of principle interest here.
Cybernetics is the study of feedback and derived concepts such as communication and control in
living organisms, machines, and organisations. Its focus is how anything (digital, mechanical or
biological) processes information, reacts to information, and changes or can be changed to
better accomplish the first two tasks. (From Wikipedia22.)
This is a useful definition23: Systems theory provides an internally consistent framework for classifying
and evaluating the world. There are clearly many useful definitions and concepts in systems theory.
Kuhn – he who created the notion of ‘paradigms’ – sees it as follows24:

1

The father of systems thinking is arguably Stafford Beer
I have no qualms about quoting Wikipedia as a reliable source in most instances. Unlike the University where I occasionally teach, I have
considerable faith in the power and accuracy of crowd-sourced facts.
2
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When society is viewed as a system, culture is seen as a pattern in the system. Social analysis is
the study of "communicated, learned patterns common to relatively large groups (of people).)
Where Kuhn applies the insight that culture being a pattern in the system to social analysis, I aim to
extend his ideas. If culture is a pattern in the system, then the ways humans behave (learn,
communicate, relate and act) are patterns too. If human interactions and behaviours are patterns then
the ideas of systems thinking can be applied to futurology. If there is a pattern there is repetition. If
there is repetition there is predictability.
Consider these3 examples.

3

This is specifically a closed loop, feedback system – but as a common type of system illustrates the point.
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Life is a system that looks like this:
Feedforward Loop

INPUTS

OUTPUTS

TRANSFORMATION
PROCESS

STANDARDS
Feedback Loop

Inputs are transformed into Outputs. (Input  Process  Output). Then the outputs are measured
against standards and fed back to the inputs or the process.

However, life is not comprised of simple systems. But systems are made complex by being
interconnected with other systems. The inter-connectedness of these systems can be illustrated by
thinking how the (knowledgeable) entrepreneur bakes cakes to supply a cake store – which eventually
feeds the economic system. But that is not the end of it. It would be simply too deterministic – and too
simple.
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This is the crux: There is only one system – the system of the universe. Every other system is a subsystem of that system. A system is a system of systems. Systems within systems. Each of these subsystems form one Lego block in the giant system of life. Inputs of the one system are the outputs of
another and a whole system of systems may be the inputs of another system, which is part of another
system of systems. Everything is connected. (Hence the idea of the butterfly flapping its wings in Brazil
causing a tornado in Texas.)
General Systems Theory welds the apparently contradictory concepts of entropy and anamorphosis
together - equilibrium homeostasis. The basic premise is that reality is a collection of systems – the
principle of universal relatedness. The throwaway magazines of Sunday papers write of the Karma of
the Universe; but it is simply the supreme inter-connectedness of the sub-systems of the universe.
The Universe is: An eco-system. A biological system. An economic system. A human system. A
management system. A financial system. A cultural system. A solar system. Wheels within wheels
within wheels – ad infinitum – until you can only see chaos when you look at the whole.
Reality is more than you can see and touch. Reality is everything. The Universe, the love of a mother, a
muffin. Everything. How is a muffin part of a system? The inputs are flower and yeast and so on; the
process is the baking and the output is a tasty muffin. You can get feedback by looking through the
oven window or by sticking a knife into the muffin to see if it is done. And the muffin is part of a baking
system that is part of an entrepreneurial system that is part of an economic system that is part of the
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human system of living that is part of the eco-system of the Universe. (The water used to make the
muffin may have spent 12,000 years going through one cycle from a drop of ocean water to your tap.)
When you stick a knife in a muffin to test if it is ready, you are performing a health check on mankind.
This is the principle of universal relatedness. It is connected. All the systems are linked together, within
each other across each other. Systems within systems, even though it may appear chaotic.
A simple cotton seed might be the lepton of General System (of our Universe.). Of course even the
seed can be further explored and an entity – through to the sub atomic level – at which the general
system of the universe becomes part of the quantum universe. But at the simple level that seed my
give raise to a cotton plant which produces cotton to be milled to be become fabric to become shirt to
be sold in a shop which is part of the economic system of the town, the province, the country and the
world.
Introduction to Chaos Theory
Wikipedia actually does a reasonable job of providing a simple and understandable overview of the
topic that is worth considering.
Chaos theory studies the behavior of dynamical systems that are highly sensitive to initial
conditions, an effect which is popularly referred to as the butterfly effect. Small differences in
initial conditions (such as those due to rounding errors in numerical computation) yield widely
diverging outcomes for such dynamical systems, rendering long-term prediction impossible in
general. This happens even though these systems are deterministic, meaning that their future
behavior is fully determined by their initial conditions, with no random elements involved. In
other words, the deterministic nature of these systems does not make them predictable. This
behavior is known as deterministic chaos, or simply chaos. This was summarised by Edward
Lorenz as follows: When the present determines the future, but the approximate present does
not approximately determine the future.
I will address sensitivity to initial conditions in the next section, and the idea of (dynamical) systems
soon thereafter, but a few other salient points must be made:
The systems are deterministic – and much of the mathematics of chaos theory involves the repeated
iteration of simple mathematical formulas – it does not mean that the systems are predictable.
The laws of physics have reflected the connection between cause and effect and until recently, it was
assumed that it was always possible to make accurate long-term predictions of any physical system so
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long as one knows the starting conditions well enough. Chaotic systems are sensitive to initial
conditions and a small change can cause massive variation. (Get an instant lesson25 in a few minutes.)
It is impossible to make precise long-term predictions using the laws of physics. Making long-term
predictions to any degree of precision would require giving the initial conditions to infinite precision.
Forecasting as such is therefore a moot point.
Metaphorical applications of chaos theory can be interpreted as follows:
Kauffman explains that the tiny differences in initial conditions make "vast differences in the
subsequent behavior of the system." Unstable or aperiodic systems are unable to resist small
disturbances and will display complex behavior, making prediction impossible and
measurements will appear random. Human history is an excellent example of aperiodic
behavior. Civilization may appear to rise and fall, but things never happen in the same way.
Small events or single personalities may change the world around them.
The symbolic use of chaos to delineate the interactions of a system and its environment can be
more enlightening with chaos theory as the tool, especially when explicating an historical
personage or situation. Here the human being or set of human beings creates a pattern in the
time-space, this pattern is the basin of attraction within which the attractor or multiple
attractors form.26
Chaos Theory is a delicious contradiction27 – a science of predicting the behaviour of “inherently
unpredictable” systems. It is a mathematical toolkit that allows us to extract beautifully ordered
structures from a sea of chaos – a window into the complex workings of such diverse natural systems
as the beating of the human heart and the trajectories of asteroids.
However, chaos theory also suggests the existence of attractors which influence chaotic motion.
Scientists have come to discover that chaotic behaviour is widespread, and may even be the norm in
the universe and not a mathematical aberration.
One of the most interesting issues about chaotic systems is whether or not the presence of chaos may
actually produce ordered structures and patterns on a larger scale.
The abundance of fractals in these systems (see below) visually explains this: complex shapes
(unpredictable) arise from fairly simple iterating patterns.
Core to this book is the idea that these patterns abound in complex systems (imagine those fractals),
and I acknowledge that they are inherently unpredictable; but if you fine-tune your temporal
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perspective (i.e. your observation window) you may just be lucky enough to find the ‘shape’ of that
iterating pattern.
Finding that iterating pattern will unlock the door to the future, albeit not the distant future (in
complex systems) but certainly to the future that is practically useful for a commercial organisation
in a competitive market place.
A great example of the power of an iterating pattern is the Game of Life28. (By searching online for
‘chaos games’ you will find dozens of apps that demonstrate the creation of fractals.) The notion of
algorithms have entered everyday language (E.g. this is now a common complaint: I don’t like what
Facebook did with their algorithm because I now get heaps of stuff from people I don’t even know.) The
Game of Life is a simple example of an iterative set of commands that can be viewed as an algorithm in
action.
I will say this in different ways at various points, but I can’t say it often enough: At its root, all systems
are governed by algorithm. Mathematically there is a fixed pattern that creates even the most
complex, seemingly incomprehensibly chaotic shapes. And there is a great Mathematician in the sky
who has written this code for our world and the systems within. Just because they are complex and
intricate beyond our reason’s ability to solve does not mean the pattern is not there.
Complex Shapes for Complex Systems
The Koch Snowflake is a simple illustration of a fractal. A fractal is defined as a curve or geometric
figure, each part of which has the same statistical character as the whole. Or as Wikipedia states it:
Fractals are typically self-similar patterns, where self-similar means they are "the same from near as
from far.
From the graphic below you will notice that a snowflake is composed of a series of (similar)
intersecting, repeating triangles.
The Koch Snowflake
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It starts as a triangle and adds triangles to its trisection points that point outward for all infinity. This
causes it to look like a snowflake after a few iterations. A geometric function hence explains irregular
shapes like coastlines, clouds, arteries and surfaces of proteins etc. Thus, what appears to be a chaotic,
irregular shape is actually a systematic (and simple) geometric pattern. On a different scale and in a
different vein, but equally insightful, is to consider War and Disease as (chaotic) systems.
This is an important facet29 of Chaos Theory.
The key to unlocking the hidden structure of a chaotic system is in determining its preferred set of
behaviours – known to mathematicians as its attractor30.
The mathematician Ian Stewart31 used the following example to illustrate an attractor.
Imagine taking a Ping-Pong ball far out into the ocean and letting it go. If released above the
water it will fall, and if released underwater it will float.
No matter where it starts, the ball will immediately move in a very predictable way towards its
attractor – the ocean surface. Once there it clings to its attractor as it is buffeted to and fro in a
literal sea of chaos, and quickly moves back to the surface if temporarily thrown above or
dumped below the waves.
Though we may not be able to predict exactly how a chaotic system will behave moment to
moment, knowing the attractor allows us to narrow down the possibilities.
It also allows us to accurately predict how the system will respond if it is jolted off its attractor.
Mathematicians use the concept of a “phase space32” to describe the possible behaviours of a
system geometrically.
Phase space is not (always) like regular space – each location in phase space corresponds to a
different configuration of the system.
The behaviour of the system can be observed by placing a point at the location representing the
starting configuration and watching how that point moves through the phase space.
In phase space, a stable system will move predictably towards a very simple attractor (which
will look like a single point in the phase space if the system settles down, or a simple loop if the
system cycles between different configurations repeatedly).
A chaotic system will also move predictably towards its attractor in phase space – but instead of
points or simple loops, we see “strange attractors33” appear – complex and beautiful shapes
(known as fractals34) that twist and turn, intricately detailed at all possible scales.
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The branch of fractal mathematics, pioneered by the French American mathematician Benoît
Mandelbröt35, allows us to come to grips with the preferred behaviour of this system, even as
the incredibly intricate shape of the attractor prevents us from predicting exactly how the
system will evolve once it reaches it.

Image source36 :
The most amazing thing about fractals is the variety of their applications. Besides theory, they
were used to compress data in the Encarta Encyclopaedia and to create realistic landscapes in
several movies like Star Trek. The places where you can find fractals include almost every part of
the universe, from bacteria cultures to galaxies to your body. (Read More37)
The Fibonacci sequence is relatively well-known by the layman as one such application. The Italian
mathematician Leonardo De Pisa, described the Fibonacci number series postulating a Golden Ratio
that is universally found in nature and used by architects, plastic surgeons, and many others to achieve
“perfect” aesthetic proportions. For a simple, yet powerful overview that illustrates the symmetries
and patterns found in nature using this one single set of numbers, watch this TED talk 38 by Arthur
Benjamin.
Trading Chaos: Applying Expert Techniques to Maximize Your Profits by BM Williams is a text book on
market trading using chaos theory and is just one example of the practical application of chaos theory
to everyday (but complex) systems.
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If you want to make the hair on the back of your neck stand up, this video39 is demonstrates the
shapes of music (different tones) – just to underscore (no pun) the ubiquity of patterns.
And to this list we include the shape of trends.
In his 1623 work entitled, The Assayer, Galileo Galilei said:
Philosophy is written in this grand book—I mean the universe—which stands continually open to
our gaze, but it cannot be understood unless one first learns to comprehend the language and
interpret the characters in which it is written. It is written in the language of mathematics, and its
characters are triangles, circles, and other geometrical figures, without which it is humanly
impossible to understand a single word of it; without these, one is wandering about in a dark
labyrinth.

It is beyond my mathematical capabilities and beyond the scope of this book to identify specific
mathematical patterns that might apply to trends in our socio-economic domain. In fact is not strictly
relevant to the overall thesis of this publication, but I consider it important nevertheless that (a) if our
apparently chaotic universe is in fact comprised of repeating patterns then it should be theoretically
possible to make accurate forecasts based on trend projections beyond simple linear extrapolations,
and (b) that these trends are unequivocal and deterministic and already woven into the fabric of our
future by a self-similar pattern and finally (c) that whilst the overall pattern may be complex
(fractals) the underlying, replicating pattern is simpler and more readily identifiable.
Of course, the further out we look, the less likely our predictions will correct. We look back a long way
to give us the ‘runway’ to attempt to identify the pattern, but we won’t look too far into the future.
By searching online for ‘chaos games’ you will find dozens of apps that demonstrate the creation of
fractals. The one I prefer best though is not one that creates fractals but ‘Conway’s Game of Life. (Read
this40 for an explanation of how it works: or explore it in greater detail here41).
You can download the source code but it is just as simple to visit one of many running applications
such as this one42 and play the game once you have read the very simple rules. The game illustrates
what happens when a collection of cells which, based on only four mathematical rules, can live, die or
multiply. Depending on the initial conditions, the cells form various patterns throughout the course of
the game.
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The game shows clearly how a (limited) set of rules can produce extinction or infinite loops and
iterations. From a random beginning, the system iterates into a pattern. The notion of sensitivity to
initial conditions is powerfully illustrated. By adding one cell you can make the pattern very complex or
very simple.
The Murmuration
A murmuration serves as a summary example to consolidate all the aspects of chaos theory pertinent
to the hypothesis of this book.
A murmuration is of course a ‘flock’ of starlings. (Watch this video.43)
This is a dynamic system in operation. There is a flight pattern even though it is not discernible with
the naked eye. This pattern cannot be seen when you look closely, but when you maintain a different
(longer) perspective, you can anticipate the ebb and flow for short periods of time. (The videographer
termed this ‘bird ballet’ for good reason.)
The spanner in the works: Sensitivity to initial conditions
Sensitivity to initial conditions is a construct associated with chaos theory but it deserves its own
section because it explains why trend extrapolation is fraught with danger and is almost invariably
wrong.
Small changes in initial conditions can result in a completely different, and sometimes catastrophically
different, outcome. Think of how a single infection can result in a plague, or how a single disaffected
person can cause political upheaval that topples a government.
SIDEBAR: Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle44 describes one of the biggest problems with quantum
experiments being the seemingly unavoidable tendency of humans to influence the situation
and velocity of small particles. This act of observing the particles, changes their behaviour. Now that is
sensitivity…
Small changes in initial conditions result in completely unexpected outcomes. This may explain the Law
of Unintended Consequences. [First cousin of the concept of sensitivity to initial conditions.] We often
do not consider the possible (contrarian) consequences of even small decisions we take on a daily
basis. If we do, it is only in a very limited cause and effect manner. Consider how often people come up
with a single ‘solution’ to a ‘problem’ such as unemployment.
This captures the approach the vast majority of people on our planet take. They ignore that the interrelatedness of systems, which means that there is more than cause and more than one effect; and that
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the solution reverberates to a greater or lesser extent through the entire system of life. This does not
have to become an excuse for indecision, because the myriad of consequences that flow from even a
minor decision may be paralysing.
A simple example will suffice: Tenants in the shopping centre complain that they do not receive the
memos circulated by management, despite the fact that the security guards hand-deliver these memos
to every store. The centre manager’s reaction is to get the guards to have the tenants sign for the
receipt of the memo. It is perfectly logical in a linear world, because there would now be ‘evidence’ of
the actual delivery, and hence would prevent further complaints. But the unintended consequences
(but consequences nevertheless) of that minor change would actually results in a significant
breakdown of trust. The guards (who are theoretically in a position of trust) would feel offended that
management would seem to take another person’s (a tenant) word above theirs.
You may choose to adopt some of these principles or you may choose to (re-) construct your own. The
important thing to understand is that you already have a philosophical framework against which you
make judgements about life. The question is whether you understand your own framework or whether
it is a hodgepodge of misconceptions and assumptions that (mis-)directs you?
This system is of course sensitive to initial conditions. Chaos theorists often refer to the ‘butterfly
flapping its wings in a forest’ metaphor to illustrate the concept of ‘sensitive to initial conditions’ in
chaos theory. ‘The Butterfly Effect was vaguely understood centuries ago and is still satisfactorily
portrayed in folklore45 as follows:
For want of a nail, the shoe was lost;
For want of a shoe, the horse was lost;
For want of a horse, the rider was lost;
For want of a rider, a message was lost;
For want of a message the battle was lost;
For want of a battle, the kingdom was lost!
A contemporary illustration of the above analogy may be as follows:
Mother slaps child for swearing.
Child runs out of the house, across the street.
He is run over by a Palestinian truck driver.
The child’s brother kills the driver in a fit of rage.
Palestinian family counter-attacks by bombing the family home.
Israelis, taking revenge, attacks Palestinian target.
Conflict escalates into full-blown regional war.
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Other Middle East countries are drawn in.
Price of fuel escalates.
High price of fuel increases input costs for farmers.
Price of all ingredients for small bakery in Newcastle goes up.
Last straw for the small operator and he goes broke.
Of course there are more ‘links’ in this chain of events. It is also not used to state the slap caused the
bankruptcy, but simply that it was the trigger – the butterfly flapping its wings – and many of these
links in the chain of events are tenuous, albeit not impossible, just to make a conceptual point.
Palestinian mothers should feel free to discipline their kids any way the wish without fear of a global
catastrophe.
The most underrated and consequently neglected part of thinking, problem-solving and therefore also
trend analysis is recognising and allowing for assumptions. So many assumptions are embedded in our
prejudices and preconceived ideas and camouflaged by years of neglect that we most often don’t
recognise them if they hit us over the head. Suffice to say, given the notion of sensitivity to initial
conditions, a slightly miscast assumption clearly and obviously can result is a very different outcome. (I
address an example in the section on MOOCs and the impact of technology on education.)
Chaos Theory explains why prediction is inherently impossible: the sensitivity to initial conditions cause
widely fluctuating outcomes. But the concept of strange attractors promises some insights that might
be useful for the futurist. This is discussed in more detail in the section where we discuss the notions of
fractals.
Phase Locking
Trends are essentially phases of the phase state. (More here46.)
Phase Locking occurs whenever the individual, chaotic activity of a member in some population
(or system) shifts to some global activity that is taken on by the entire group. The term
“entrainment” in chaotic dynamics refers to how the slight interactions between individuals in a
population can ultimately transform the behaviour of the entire population. Global behaviour
eventually becomes limited to a small subset of behaviours resulting from the types of
interactions between the individuals. Some examples found in nature:
1. Populations of fireflies flash together
2. Insects synchronize their life cycles—particularly the development from the pupae to adult.
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3. Populations of secretion cells within body organs synchronize the release of hormones as
strong, unified pulses.”
The way I interpret this is that entrainment causes phase lock. That is the system falls into a ‘lock step’
and ‘attractors’ refer to the preferred state that emerges in the system. When you drop a Ping-Pong
ball on an ocean, the ‘attractor state’ is for it to float; for a pendulum it is to come to rest halfway
between the pinnacles of each swing. These are easy examples because they refer to simple point
attractors.
Emergent Properties of the System
Any system has properties and attributes features. They are not the same. Colour is a property of
flowers, scent is a property. But ‘fragrant’ and ‘yellow’ are features. Leaves are features of plants. The
shape of the leave is an attribute, and roundness is a property or heavy or translucent are properties of
those leaves.
When describing a system of the future, one should pay especially attention to the properties and
especially emergent properties of the system.
The notion of emergence is connected to chaos and systems, and is described by Systems scientist
Peter Corning47 as follows:
If “complexity” is currently the buzzword of choice for our newly minted millennium — as many
theorists proclaim — “emergence” seems to be the explication of the hour for how complexity
has evolved. Complexity, it is said, is an emergent phenomenon. Emergence is what “selforganizing” processes produce. Emergence is the reason why there are hurricanes, and
ecosystems, and complex organisms like humankind, not to mention traffic congestion and rock
concerts. Indeed, the term is positively awe-inspiring.
He then goes to give an example of how the law of emergence relates to cause and effect:
Rules, or laws, have no causal efficacy; they do not in fact “generate” anything. They serve
merely to describe regularities and consistent relationships in nature. These patterns may be
very illuminating and important, but the underlying causal agencies must be separately
specified (though often they are not). But that aside, the game of chess illustrates ... why any
laws or rules of emergence and evolution are insufficient. Even in a chess game, you cannot use
the rules to predict “history” — i.e., the course of any given game. Indeed, you cannot even
reliably predict the next move in a chess game. Why? Because the “system” involves more than
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the rules of the game. It also includes the players and their unfolding, moment-by-moment
decisions among a very large number of available options at each choice point. The game of
chess is inescapably historical, even though it is also constrained and shaped by a set of rules,
not to mention the laws of physics. Moreover, and this is a key point, the game of chess is also
shaped by teleonomic, cybernetic, feedback-driven influences. It is not simply a self-ordered
process; it involves an organized, “purposeful” activity.
Wetness is an emergent property of water. Smoke is an emergent property of fire. Mind is an
emergent property of the brain.
Describing the brain would not enable one to understand consciousness or even ideas. It is relatively
easily to describe the attributes of any system because these are observable. Once the features and
attributes are described, one may have a sense of understanding the system.
But describing a fire by its attributes (flames) properties (very hot) doesn’t adequately describe the
power of fire.
The emergent properties of fire (how it tends to spread and how it sucks oxygen form the air) are not
contained in the idea of a hot fire with flames on a piece of wood. Breaking that understanding down
to the composition of a fire (say the atomic elements, and even the rate at which these elements
change), does not prepare you for the emergence of a fire. Only once you fully appreciate these
emergent properties (the difference between the whole and the sum of parts) will you appreciate
what a fire really I and that it should be feared.
It is just the same with futurecasting the human systems (society, economy and the like). To simply
state that mobile phones are increasingly being used is a combination of attributes features and
properties. But the missing part of the description is an understanding of the emergent properties of
the communications system.
Simply being in the business of making more mobile phones is not what someone wants, so the
attributes and features of the communications, device (size, battery-life) does not facilitate useful
anticipation of a future that is useful.
The emergent property of a cellular phone is the simultaneous tethering and untethering of the
person. The features and attributes and properties enable the use to be tethered (connected) to other
users but untethered to a physical space. It is this simultaneous tethering/untethering that is an
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emergent property that exists in between the whole and the sum of the parts that makes its adoption
as a tool inevitable.
Now a futurist can make him/herself useful by starting to think about the domains and applications
where tethering to people and untethering to geography would be useful. This type of thinking would
obviously lead to the conclusion that just like verbal communication, other forms of communication
(e.g. written) would represent the same opportunity. Naturally email on the phone would be a killer
app right?
Hindsight is a wonderful thing, but at least we can benefit from the patterns being revealed with
hindsight to benefit our foresights. The challenge to the business community (and many others) is to
think about other applications where tether/untether would be useful.
Of course, this particular emergent property of the mobile phone is not the only one – so there are is
much more thinking to be done on that too. Also, it is worth noting that the VALUE of the futurecasting
is not in the identification of the trend, but the emergent properties of the trend.
Unlike with fire, water or flowers, it is not easy to identify emergent properties of systems with
metaphysical properties nor is it easy to identify these emergent properties in very large systems that
are not ‘contained’ - such as a fire or a flower. Of course, not only are flowers or water contained, one
can readily transplant certain learnings to other flowers or other bodies of water, but you can’t as
readily transplant emergent properties of the systems we want to understand in the (e.g.) business as
readily. Cultural boundaries have much to do with that.
Conclusion: The Cave
So, to date I have shown the reader that:
-

The world we live in is comprised of interconnected systems

-

The best way to understand these systems is to understand chaos theory to identify that the
system has a c certain structure/ flow, and that this couple with its interconnectedness causes
an ebb and flow that results in patterns

-

These patterns are influenced by two things; initial conditions which disrupts or at least makes
it very difficult to understand replication and secondly the phase locking that occurs because of
the existence of attractors
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-

Once you understand the attractors (the fundamentals about our system – in this case people
and technology and environment – then once can identify the features and attributes of the
system and finally the properties.

-

By thinking about the parts (features, attributes and properties) we may be fortunate enough
to intuit the right emergent properties.

-

Once we understand emergent properties, and the general pattern in which the system plays
out, we can apply our understanding to various domains and problems to futurecast scenarios
and solutions.

At this point I want to apply this thinking to the world as I see it – with all the qualifications and
complexities identified earlier to determine the emergent property of our social system.
I can approach this in one of two ways: pick one domain and deep dive and try to understand how it
plays out fully. Retail/Marketing would be the natural area to do so. But I am really keen to test the
thinking across a wider range of domains at a conceptual level to see if at least in principle the
framework holds up.
I am hoping others would go and test the emergent property of our social system and economy as
identified in their specific domains and write and share about that. I want to start by explain the idea
and then teasing it out rather than starting with example and coming to a grand conclusion.
My central idea is this:
We are entering an era where we are reverting back to the ‘settings’ of the Caveman Era. That is, the
attractors of our human system have conspired to shape technological invention in such a way that it
has enabled us to revert back to the age-old (what Seth Godin calls the Lizard brain default settings). I
explain it later that we are looping back to original position, like the curve of a spiral, but not quite the
same position, but a slightly elevated position that has effectively the best of both worlds. (Of course
there are new, unanticipated consequences which we will have to figure out.)
It should make sense as I explain this thinking in various domains (education, entertainment etc.) But I
would like the reader to keep the analogy of the Caveman experience in mind as I explain it. Those
attributes of living together in a cave (intimacy, co-dependence, sharing, vulnerability, transparent,
connected) are making a comeback after thousands of years of gradually inventing technology that
would first add features at the expense of the above, before the technology caught up to keep those
new features and add back that which we had lost in the process of industrialisation and scaling up.
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Other commentators, notably Seth Godin, identified the importance of ‘tribes’ as far back as 2008. In
the Amazon blurb48 of his book (Tribes) he writes:
A tribe is any group of people, large or small, who are connected to one another, a leader, and
an idea. For millions of years, humans have been seeking out tribes, be they religious, ethnic,
economic, political, or even musical (think of the Deadheads). It's our nature.
Now the Internet has eliminated the barriers of geography, cost, and time. All those blogs and
social networking sites are helping existing tribes get bigger. But more important, they're
enabling countless new tribes to be born—groups of ten or ten thousand or ten million who care
about their iPhones, or a political campaign, or a new way to fight global warming.
His main concern in that book is with ‘leadership’. I am thinking that the notion of tribes is a
manifestation of something even more profound, and that we are only beginning to discover how
many more aspects of our lives are apparently reverting to that innate, default setting of being part of
a tribe. And this ‘reversion’ is changing how the world works in a very fundamental way.
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PART B
Part B of the book is devoted to applying those principles to the socio-economic system where business
operates, simply because that is the domain I am most familiar with. As warned before, the approach is to paint
with a broad brush to test the integrity of the idea in a multiple systems, rather than in-depth exploration of one
particular domain.
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THE WAY PEOPLE ARE
It would be reasonable to say that all trends happen – at a fundamental level – because people make it
happen. Be it climate change or mobile usage – people are the cause; they consume it and benefit or
suffer from it. It therefore also makes sense to consider those human attributes that drive trends and
change generally since that may inform our understanding of what shape the trends will take and what
they are likely to be.
This text is not a study in human motivation and those insights are not repeated here however
meaningful they are deemed to be. For instance, or survival instinct is powerful, fundamental and so
pervasive that it influences everything we do and everything we think. But this same pervasiveness
makes it relatively meaningless precisely because it influences everything. Our focus is on highlighting
just a few innate human attributes or needs that seem to influence the nature of our interaction with
society and in particular the economic system.
Instead, I want to consider the fundamental (innate) human psychological and behavioural sets as
attractors – as defined again in Chaos Theory. As a reminder, here is the Wikipedia definition of
attractors:
An attractor is a set towards which a variable, moving according to the dictates of a dynamical
system, evolves over time. That is, points that get close enough to the attractor remain close
even if slightly disturbed. The evolving variable may be represented algebraically as an ndimensional vector. The attractor is a region in n-dimensional space. In economic systems, they
may be separate variables such as the inflation rate and the unemployment rate.
To reiterate, our future plays out as many interconnecting systems shift and change to produce
incalculably complex outcomes. But paradoxically, if we look close enough, guided by the various
attractors which are here determined to be innate human behavioural preferences, we will see
patterns that iterate.
Given the nature of chaotic systems (and sensitivity to initial conditions) and the vast interweb of
social systems that interact we cannot hope to calculate our future using mathematical logic. But
intuition may allow us to glimpse what those iterating patterns are if can identify those attractors.
In the complex, real world ‘strange attractors’ are common. A strange attractor is an attractor whose
structure has fractal dimension, and most chaotic systems have fractal-dimension attractors. Life is a
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system and our challenge is to find the ‘strange attractor’ of our life system – and the list below
articulates a few of those that shape the system of our human-verse.
Attractor #1: We are settlers
Life in the Stone Ages is hard to imagine.
Peter Matthiessen49 chronicles his experience with a tribe that is deemed be Stone Age in their lifestyle
in Under the Mountain Wall: A Chronicle of Two Seasons in Stone Age New Guinea.
The Kurelu lead a life so different from that of Western man that his culture must seem totally
irrational and paradoxical. They are an agricultural people, and warfare is an important
element in their lives. But it is a different kind of warfare, fought on strange terms with odd
rules.
A major battle is a time for pageantry as much as fighting; a conflict is an all-day affair,
beginning in early morning (see the picture above) with a bloodless clash of small groups. At this
time, individuals in battle finery prance about and exchange taunts and insults. Later in the
morning, reinforcements from the outlying villages join the initial parties and a few arrows are
shot casually, but the battle remains essentially verbal. Gradually, as the day wears on, more
arrows and spears are thrown; warriors on both sides are wounded and finally someone is
killed. When this happens the conflict begins to subside. The numbers diminish as men return
home and the groups slowly separate. The victors leave shouting final insults, while the losers
vociferously announce their intentions of revenge.
If such ritualized warfare, with its lack of emphasis on large numbers of casualties seems
inexplicable to modern observers, the Kurelu pattern of revenge must be comfortingly familiar.
Revenge for these people is a serious and bloodthirsty business, and it takes a form completely
different from that of open warfare. Revenge is taken by a small raiding party, which slips into
enemy territory and slaughters one of the offending opposition. It is better, more prestigious, to
avenge a death by killing a warrior, but it is not necessary. A child, or a woman working in the
fields will do well. If the raid is successful, the other side is honor bound to revenge the attack-and so the unending pattern goes on.
Even within a tribe, there is a constant struggle for power and prestige that Rousseau would
have found disconcerting. The physical strength, and political influence of each man in the tribe
is carefully assessed by the others, and a man with neither is likely to have a hard time. His pigs
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will be stolen, his wife will be raped, and he will be insulted in any number of ways unless he is
able to defend himself. Nor can he stand on past glories--a strong warrior must prove his
prowess in every battle, or his prestige will soon dissolve away.
It is not an idyllic life. While they are not indiscriminately savage and violent, the Kurelu cannot
be said to be living the peaceful, stress-less existence the romanticists had postulated.
It is believed that between 100,000 and 50,000 years ago, the brain of Homo sapiens was well enough
developed to allow fully modern behaviour including the use of relatively complex language. Based on
DNA analysis, in 2003, Alec Knight and Joanna Mountain of Stanford University suggested that the
original human language may have been a click language similar to the language spoken today by
the Hadzabe people.
Around the end of the Palaeolithic, humans began to produce the earliest works of art and engage in
religious and spiritual behavior such as burial and ritual. The climate during the Palaeolithic periodically
fluctuated between warm and cool temperatures.
There is evidence of food storage systems that predate commonly accepted estimates:
Complex society apparently stuck first and most dramatically in what is now Israel, starting 13,000 to
14,000 years ago among a group of people called the Natufians.
The climate in their part of the world became dramatically warmer and wetter as the glaciers
retreated. This stimulated an explosion of wild grains, and the Natufians apparently made them the
mainstay of their economy. ''We've recovered fine botanic materials in site after site, and they're
consistently wild,'' said Donald O. Henry of the University of Tulsa, an expert on the Natufians.
''Nothing is cultivated. They were tapping wild resources.''
On this forage base, the Natufians built what are believed to be the first fully sedentary communities:
large permanent settlements, with elaborate buildings and extensive storage facilities, semisubterranean houses - ''everything but mailboxes, practically,'' said Dr. Price of Wisconsin. Short Step
to the Village
Only 10,000 years ago, after the last ice age, sea levels were rising and humans had to adapt to
changing environments. In response to these changes, they developed "microliths", small stone tools,
typically knapped of flint or chert, usually about three centimetres long or less. They were probably
used as barbs on arrows, spears and other composite tools. These tools permitted more efficient
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hunting and the start of fishing activity. Dogs where the first wild animals to be domesticated to assist
with hunting.
Whether it is 10, 000 or 1000000 years ago is rather irrelevant to my thesis. The point is that as soon as
man managed to figure out how to store food, they settled.
We seem to have a romantic notion of man as nomadic adventurer, where the history of technology
overwhelmingly suggests50 that we are settlers!
Life in the Neolithic
In the Neolithic, the New Stone Age, and agricultural practises were started. Due to the increased need
to harvest and process plants, ground stone and polished stone artefacts became much more
widespread, including tools for grinding, cutting, and chopping.
Plant-based foods became a regular part of the diet; new dietary habits were introduced including the
consumption of planted cereal grains and dairy product.
The first large-scale constructions were built, including settlement towers and walls. Most Neolithic
societies were relatively simple and egalitarian, though Neolithic cultures were noticeably more
hierarchical than the Palaeolithic cultures that preceded them and Hunter-gatherer cultures in general.
The earliest evidence for established trade exists in the Neolithic with newly settled people importing
exotic goods over distances of many hundreds of miles. (Read more51.)
Technological development underpins the (majority of) trends futurists worry about. This technological
development shapes the underlying system in a specific pattern – that of and arc or a half-circle. Most
trends potters anticipate a linear path of development and the introduction of the notion of the ARC as
the primary pattern of systemic evolution in our society is an important one.
SIDEBAR: Of course I use the Caveman narrative to dramatically illustrate the critical domain attributes
that arte becoming important. I am not specifically suggesting that it will always be caveman-like.
Instead of imaging the Stetsons - many of the examples and attributes would be equally well illustrated
by analogous comparison with Indian tribes of yore.
The idea I tend to convey is that the basic structure of societies, and our natural preferences for how
we relate are predicated on a fairly primitive, pre-technology era. (Actually not pre-technology, but
certainly with primitive technology as a stone axe is much ‘technology’ as Mr Spock’s laser.)
This predilection is quite possibly just simply a matter of evolution not having caught up yet with
different possibilities (much like our decision-making is still influenced by our ‘old’ brains). But
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whatever the reason, there is a clear and present propensity evident in almost all cultures to revert to
the socio-economic contexts that dominated human development for thousands of years.
Attractor #2: The Productivity Preference
Human beings are riddled with biases as neuroscientists are increasingly discovering. Our bias towards
productivity is somewhat different to those neuroscientific biases.
The desire for productivity: progressively (aggressively?) seeking to improve on what was before seems
to be an innate human need. This is probably an argument against evolution since humans are quite
unique in how they approach their work. Spiders spin the web they need to catch what they need and
bees don’t seem to want to build a better hive even though they might adapt their structures if
required. But humans have a productivity mindset and have always sought to hunt more effectively
and to that end created better tools that could be used more effectively at greater distances. The
agrarian age in all likelihood came about because of the desire of humans to settle in a place and
accumulate things, as they quickly figured ways to store (more) food more effectively, allowing
humans to eventually settle.
Any rational consideration of such an innate desire to increasingly become more productive and
generate things surplus to our needs would suggest that such ‘push’ will only end badly because it is
clear that, in a human system, there are likely to be insurmountable limits to be encountered. But we
seem to push on.
It seems a strange paradox that we are driven by this desire to change and progress in order to find
greater comfort and do less – yet that is what it seems. Later we will revisit this apparent desire of
human beings to be/ function as cave dwellers.
The practice of constantly pushing the boundaries of what is possible could have the effect of isolating
humans and concomitant alienation. But it seems this particular need is counterbalanced by an
apposite and equally powerful trend that pulls us closer together.
Attractor #3: Innate Desire to Belong
This desire to settle and find comfort is underpinned by our desire to belong to a group.
Sociobiologists have documented humans’ very strong desire to belong to groups, and that group vs.
group is a principal driving force of our evolution. Wilson (2012) states that group selection lifted the
hominids to heights of solidarity, genius, enterprise and fear. Each tribe knew that survival depended
on success on the battle field.
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I have written previously about the power of language52 to shape organisation culture. (Remember
Enron?) And today talk of war still permeates our language: the battle against inflation, the fight
against obesity, and the war against aids.
Modern man inherits all the pugnacity and all the love of glory of his ancestors. Showing war’s horror
has no effect on him. (William James, 1906).
So pre-cursors to Homo Sapiens formed organised groups that competed against other groups for
resources and indeed survival. Within that group your status was determined by your contribution;
that is your social behaviours in a group determined your value. The currency of the in-group is
reciprocity. (You scratch my back and I scratch yours – if you watch the baboons closely you will notice
where this expression originates.)
Human beings have therefore become adept at reading behaviour and taking their cues from the social
context (what neuroscientists have labelled ‘social proof’) in which they find themselves because the
skill at doing so determined your survivability.
Very often people take decisions which are completely irrational, but do so in an apparent desire to
conform to group norms.
The power of the group can be clearly illustrated by studies where researchers randomly group people
into arbitrary groups. They are assigned a commonality (i.e. it is not real) such as Group A are
Rembrandt fans and Group B are Picasso fans. After spending time in each other’s company, the
member of the groups are then asked to evaluate (rate) the opposing group members on a number of
attributes.
Without fail, each group will rate the other group more negatively than their own group. That is the
other members will be deemed to be stupider, lazier, more negative, less fun and so forth. There is no
rational basis for this assessment, but that is what belonging to a group does to your judgment.
This is the cause of much pain if you consider the debates about gender, immigration, race, and
religion etc. where people strongly identify with one group over another and make those negative
attributions without realising their biases.
Social Media platforms like LinkedIn and Facebook have tapped into this innate desire to belong to a
group very successfully. It is clear that these platforms came about because of humans wanting to
connect, and it is not that the platform that created the behaviour – it merely enabled an innate
desire.
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This is always a powerful business model and when we consider this new context that we are creating,
we will have the opportunity to reconsider what those innate behaviours are and how to capitalise on
those.
We are in the throes of a massive societal value-shift. The simple, obvious
word to describe the first and most profound shift is socialisation and the
second, less obvious but equally profound shift is the tendency towards
infantilism.
Socialisation
I use the word socialisation not in the socio-political or ideological context of
“the action of establishing on a socialist basis” and not quite the
psychological process of identity formation but rather more loosely to refer
to the growing preference of people to conform to, participate in and create
social structures in domains not traditionally functioning as such. I address
the broader cultural shift, but it is evidenced in numerous specific areas and
almost every discipline is undergoing this transformation; social media, social learning, social
recruitment and so forth.
The trend can best be described as (seismic) shift of our societal values from a ME-orientation to a WEorientation. The simplest illustration is compare the action heroes of the 80s (peak of the ME cycle)
with the heroes of the 2010 action flicks. In the 80s it was Rambo – now it is the Expendables. The hero
is the team, not the individual.
This is the social climate that proved to be such fertile soil for those technologies that we now describe
as ‘social media’.
SIDEBAR: I expand somewhat more on this particular attractor to make a specific point. If you can
visualise that fractal shape again, you will appreciate that even as there are certain patterns that
repeat in bigger ‘cycles’, that the same pattern repeats in smaller cycles (more iterations) whilst still
following the same shape. Drew & Williams have identified the swing of the pendulum (ARC) between
ME (individual) and WE (group) operating on an eighty year cycle. Coincidentally, this mini-arc is
entering the ‘WE’ era just as I am also seeing the confluence of other trends arching back to small,
collectivist, and tribal groups.
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You can read more about that here53. Of course, you can get the book54 titled Pendulum (Williams4 &
Drew, 2012. I don’t suspect it is going to be piled up at the entrance to Dymocks any time soon – but it
is an important work – and does a very good job of identifying the meta-cycles in western society.
The article that follows could literally be worth millions of dollars to you. But it is going to require some
effort.
What if I could tell you reliably how the next 20 years will pan out for you? What if I could tell you
what it will take to be successful? What if I could tell you what will be frustrating you in the next 20
years?
I can’t really. But if I stand on the shoulders of giants, I can give you a glimpse.
The giants are Roy Williams and Michael
Drew. If you are serious about business
and success and life – get the book
yourself.
Like any type of research and
particularly research of such a Meta
nature you will find many exceptions and you may find reasons to disagree. I will mention a few
examples – and I am sure you will find many examples that will illustrate the opposite. The question is
whether, on balance, the findings and interpretations are correct. When you are considering the
behaviour of Society as a whole, you are bound to discard significant deviations from that norm, but
that does not invalidate the norm. The question is whether it is the rule or the exception that will most
shape the fabric of the new context
As a marketer and as an entrepreneur you may even choose to find those contrarian niches – which is
a good thing – but you cannot do that without understanding how the ‘mainstream’ flows.
I am painting a delicate portrait with a roller brush – you will be better off to buy the book. But I feel
compelled to try anyway, so here goes:
There are social patterns that exist. The cycle of these patterns are 80 years, which are divided into 4
equal 20 year quarters. The two peaks of cycle are the polar opposites where we get a ME- Society and
a WE-Society.

4

In particular, find Roy Williams (The Wizard of Ads) online and read his newsletter.
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Western society is currently experiencing the upswing towards the peak of the WE Society.
(Interestingly, the Asian cycle appears out of sync with the Western cycle – China shows evidence of
entering a ME cycle with and what happens to Australia will be really interesting to see. Will we
synchronise with Asia? Will we stay in tune with the West?)
The pendulum metaphor is apt as there are two distinct peaks in the rhythm of society – and they are
polar opposites. (Remembering that there will always be instances of ANY type of behaviour in ANY
era, we are focussing on the simple majority or predominance of certain types of behaviours, trends
and factors.)

The value drivers of the respective era are:
The reason the pendulum swings back from each 'peak' is because we take things too far. The good
and the beautiful of each era becomes nasty and oppressive when taken to the extreme. Even too
much love can become an obsession...
In the table below you will see how the positive values of each era turn nasty at the point ends.

These four phases of the pendulum can be roughly labelled as per this table:
The next 10 years (2013 – 2023) will take us towards the peak of the WE generation. It is no surprise
that ‘social media’ is the driving force that it is because that technology has found fertile soil in the
collective societal mindset.

If you want to understand what is going to drive social norms and popular culture over the next 10
years, then find the defining moments and attributes of 1933-1943 - the last time the pendulum was
on the upswing towards the WE era.
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If we turn back the clock 80 years we will find the defining technology in the US was radio. Vacuum
tubes in the early 20’s led to a proliferation of radio sets being sold and radio stations mushroomed in
the late 20s and early thirties – paving the way for the mass communications – much like early chat
rooms gave way to social media in the current upswing to a new collective ‘WE’.
The last upswing era (20s-40s) were of course influenced by two world wars, which make it somewhat
unique.
There are several highlights of the Australian history too that supports the thesis of these cyclical
shifts. (I have dipped into Wikipedia more out curiosity than attempting to be definitively accurate, but
Australia does seem to follow the US cycle of the pendulum too.)
If you consider the mid 30s to mid 40s the equivalent period in history, then there are quite a few
major events and decisions that seem to support the thesis.
At the 1937 elections, both political parties advocated increased defence spending – the arguments
being that it was for the common good. A the same time a recruiting campaign in late 1938, led by
Major-General Thomas Blamey increased the reserve militia to almost 80,000 when there were only
3000 regular members of the Defence Force.
Much of what is currently seen as being a defining Australian characteristic – the ANZAC spirit - is a
positive that emerged from this WE era.
In January 1942, the Manpower Directorate was set up "to ensure the organisation of Australians in
the best possible way to meet all defence requirements. Minister for War Organisation of Industry,
John Dedman introduced a degree of austerity and government control previously unknown, to such
an extent that he was nicknamed "the man who killed Father Christmas." In May 1942 uniform tax
laws were introduced in Australia, as state governments relinquished their control over income
taxation.
All of these are prime examples of where individual freedom and needs are suppressed and even
sacrificed for the ‘common good’ which defines the WE era.
Immigration was initially introduced to protect the collective: In 1945, Minister for Immigration, Arthur
Calwell wrote “If the experience of the Pacific War has taught us one thing, it surely is that seven
million Australians cannot hold three million square miles of this earth’s surface indefinitely."
As luck would have it, the migration numbers swelled in conjunction with the swing away from ‘WE’ to
‘ME’. During this downswing (with the renewed emphasis on the individual and personal freedoms)
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the foundation was laid for Australia’s highly regarded tolerance for individual differences and
acceptance of diversity.
(The current debate about boat people being denied access is exactly to be expected as we move
towards an era where our identity will largely be defined by our membership of a particular group.)
The Vietnam War coincided with the downswing from the ‘WE’. Authority was questioned. Previously
unquestioned alliances with the US were questioned. Despite Holt’s sentiments and his government’s
electoral success in 1966, the war became unpopular in Australia, as it did in the United States. The
movements to end Australia’s involvement gathered strength after the Tet Offensive of early 1968 and
compulsory national service (selected by ballot) became increasingly unpopular too.
Suddenly the ‘WE’ wasn’t such a compelling cause any more.
In the lead up to the ME (1960s) about 60% of Australian manufacturing was protected by tariffs.
Pressure from business interests and the union movement ensured these remained high. Historian
Geoffrey Bolton suggests that this high tariff protection of the 1960s caused some industries to “lapse
into lethargy,” neglecting research and development and the search for new markets. Getting rid of
those protectionist measures was liberal and progressive – very much in tune with the idea of
‘freedom’. Of course the defining behaviours of the 60s were the hippy revolution and free love typical ME values.
In 1983 Hawke and Keating abandoned traditional Labor support for tariffs to protect industry and
jobs. They moved to deregulate Australia’s financial system and ‘floated’ the Australian dollar. In 1987
the defining movie of this generation was Wall Street in which Michael Douglas famously
quipped: Greed is Good.
Movies like Rambo, Rocky and the Chuck Norris genre was all about Lone Rangers conquering the
world against all the odds. The #1 song for 1983 was Every Breath You Take by The Police. The theme
of individuality in the song is powerful indicator enough, but the fact that a Pop Band could call
themselves 'The Police' shows how far society had moved away from the respecting authority.
If you believe that pop culture reflects society – then consider the extreme individualism and excesses
of Kiss and The Village People.
Today, as we head into the WE – Rambo has made room for the Expendables where all yesterdays’
heroes have seen the light and joined forces in a cosy collective.
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Right now we are heading into the upswing towards WE. Remembering that at its peak the WE era will
be self-righteous witch-hunting of all those non conformists.
John Steinbeck once observed that nothing good was created by collaboration: music, art, writing,
poetry, mathematics and philosophy are all endeavours where the genius of one is apparent. That is
not to say that individuals don’t work with other people or even rely on other people – obviously we all
do – but even in the best band there is always a leader, the resident genius around which all revolves
and who is the creative force. Usually when there is more than one, the band splits up.
This runs counter to the current, universal, love affair with all things 'social' and all things 'crowd'. Right
now the world believes: I am OK, you are not OK. (And they seem hell-bent on converting all to their
religion.)
Hitler was the poster child for the pinnacle of this obsession to make all conform to the ‘group’. And if
you think that is a coincidence, trawl through history and the same spot in the cycle also contains
McCarthyism, American Civil War, Robespierre’s Reign of Terror, Salem Witch Trials – to mention a
few.
More about this in the next section where we revisit the topic as specific example of how society is
also becoming more infantile and specifically how vigilantism prevails amongst people with overdeveloped and often immature and misguided senses of entitlement.
Attractor #4: Infantilism
The manifestation of infantilism is not prominent in current business literature; possibly because it is
not popular to do so for the bloggers and journalists. To me at least, the evidence of increasing
infantilism is over-whelming. I deviate from the dictionary55 definition which states: A state of arrested
development in an adult, characterized by retention of infantile mentality, accompanied by stunted
growth and sexual immaturity, and often by
dwarfism. I am referring exclusively to the
behavioural aspects and not the medical/ physical
manifestations.
It is possibly no surprise that one of the biggest TV
cult hits at the time of writing is Arrested
Development. While the show was cancelled in
2006 after a few seasons, it was revived to much
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wider acclaim in 2013. (In 2011, IGN56 named Arrested Development the funniest show of all time).
That to me seems indicative of it possibly being a tad early for its times and the ‘we generation,
infantilism found its mark after the pendulum had swung a bit deeper into the current social era.
Web 2.0 Logos
Business names of the Web 2.0 era are almost without childish and infantile. From the funky, primary
colour schemes and fat fonts to the made-up names everything is strongly reminiscent of baby talk.
Flickr, Prezi, Box, Pipl, Plinked, Pownce etc. is not too dissimilar to coochee coo that adults will turn to
when talking to babies.
SMS language & emotional expressions
There is no need to explain the meaning of LOL or Gr8 to anyone. Nobody blinks an eye when today
becomes 2day. Whilst it may have been necessitated by physical limitations of SMS messages, the
conventions have found their way to other forms of communication where those constraints did not
apply which suggests that it found fertile soil.
Some linguists might argue that this is a normal evolution of language, and others would describe57
this new variety of language, texting () as "textese", "slanguage", a "digital virus". According to John
Sutherland of University College London, writing in this paper in 2002, it is "bleak, bald, sad shorthand.
Drab shrinktalk ... Linguistically it's all pig's ear ... it masks dyslexia, poor spelling and mental laziness.
Texting is penmanship for illiterates."
I believe there consensus that this transformation has been more rapid, and more profound than any
previous single shift in language use and this can be attributed to these seed of change falling on a soil
that is particularly suited to such infantile linguistic conventions.
Gamification
Whether it is Commerce, Art, Education or Health, there does not appear to be an industry that is
immune to Gamification.
Gamification58 typically involves applying game design thinking to non-game applications to make
them more fun and engaging. Gamification has been called one of the most important trends in
technology by several industry experts. Gamification can potentially be applied to any industry and
almost anything to create fun and engaging experiences, converting users into players. (From)
Behind all the pseudo-science talk, it is worth remembering that Gamification is essentially about
playing games.
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Entertainment Software Association59 reveals some telling statistics, which reinforces that games are
popular and that Gamification of everything is tied to the social and technological shifts discussed
elsewhere. The average gamer is 30 years old and has been playing for 13 years. Sixty-eight percent of
gamers are 18 or older. Forty-five percent of all players are women. Today, adult women represent a
greater portion of the game-playing population (31 percent) than boys age 17 or younger (19 percent).
Sixty-two percent of gamers play games with others, either in-person or online. Seventy-seven percent
of these gamers play with others at least one hour per week. Thirty-two percent of gamers play social
games. Gamers play on-the-go: 36 percent play games on their smartphone, and 25 percent play on
their wireless device.
Infographics
Whilst data visualisation itself is not new – and can
arguably be traced back to cave paintings – it is
worth noting that data visualisation has always been
direct; e.g. the slice of a pie-chart was proportional
for the dataset or the heights of the bars in
histograms had a direct quantifiable relationship
with all the other bars. Infographics have
proliferated steadily over the last several decades
but it is only the last decade with the advent of
specific software tools (to create) and software
platforms (to distribute) that Infographics, as we know it, have exploded.
Infographics have introduce an indirect, narrative element to the data story – to the extent that it is
has made the picture childish. This is usually exacerbated by the colour schemes and fonts (again a
very Web 2.0 design language). For example a simple stack diagram won’t do, it is has now be filled
with jelly-baby figurines to highlight that the bar might be referring to people – instead of simply
writing the word people on the relevant axis. (Image60).
Reality TV
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It is generally believed that reality TV has boomed since 2000. Some interesting statistics 61:
Americans spend 1/3 of their free time watching
television and of that 67% are reality shows and
the number of shooting days for reality TV in Los
Angeles rose 53% in 2012, making up about 40% of
all on-location production and it now constitutes
57% of all television shows in the US.
It is appropriate to represent some statistics as an
easily digestible infographic62:
Presentism
Strictly speaking presentism is a philosophy where
presentism is the belief that neither the future nor
the past exists. In this context, I am applying less rigorous (non philosophical) definition to refer to a
general attitude that reflects short term orientation, including the desire for instant gratification and a
disregard for the long term and the distant future.
This is no more cleared by the apparently whole-hearted embrace of the infantile, presentist
philosophy appropriately referred to as YOLO – You Only Live Once. The disciples of this particular
religion do not embrace that philosophy as a matter of self-evident truth, but rather proffers it as an
excuse to do stupid stuff. (Jack Black famously quipped that YOLO is Carpe Diem for stupid people. I
take from that whilst there is a metaphysical dimension to Carpe Diem, YOLO is seen as an excuse for
stupidity – and is explicitly defined as such by the urban dictionary.
Attractor #5: Solution Bias
This Explains Everything63 (edited by John Brockman) curates a hundred plus thinkers/intelligentsia
who are all trying to answer the same question: What is your favourite deep, elegant or beautiful
explanation.
The responses range from theories on consciousness to particle physics to natural selection.
(Incidentally, ‘natural selection’ may the most referenced ‘big idea’ in the book.)
However, one thing struck me immediately: physicists expounded a physics theory, neurobiologists
and neuro-scientific idea and linguists offered a linguistic idea. And so on.
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The simple version of that phenomenon would be: If the only tool you have is a hammer then every
problem looks like a nail.5
The book offers over a hundred ideas that are meant to be THE idea, which ironically proves the point
that there is no ONE IDEA that ever will be the big idea. Everyone has their favourite theories by which
all others are judged and often retro-fitted. Futurists too will see the future based on the tool that is
their hammer.
Attractor #6: Neophilia
We are neophiliacs64 and have always been.
In her survey of the recent research, “New: Understanding Our Need for Novelty and Change65,” the
journalist Winifred Gallagher argues that neophilia has always been the quintessential66 human
survival skill, whether adapting to climate change on the ancestral African Savannah or coping with the
latest digital toy from Silicon Valley. “Although we’re a neophilic species,” Ms. Gallagher says, “as
individuals we differ in our reactions to novelty, because a population’s survival is enhanced by some
adventurers who explore for new resources and worriers who are attuned to the risks involved.”
Conclusion
All these attributes of society generally and human nature specifically make us susceptible to creating
a particular worldview and to behave in predictable ways. Futurists who understand this can translate
trends to context with great benefit for all.
It seems, in its simplest form that human beings function best when they have the foundation of a
(safe) tribe from where they can explore and experiment and generally conquer the world. There is
indeed some merit in God’s exhortation in Genesis 1: 28: God blessed them and said to them, "Be
fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in
the sky and over every living creature that moves on the ground."

5

By most accounts this was first used by Abraham Maslow
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THE WAY TECHNOLOGY IS
The focus of this book is on the confluence of the current Cultural shift and Technology shift. As we
approach the central elements of the book it is worth reiterating the plan; we took a very high level
view of some Meta trends to determine the broad arc of change. It is a no-brainer to predict that ‘the
cloud’ will continue to grow or that mobile (cell phone) usage will continue to be adopted.
Technological ‘trends’ like these are either enablers of a desired human behaviour or an outcome of
the behaviour.
In order to understand the intersection between people and technology we must first understand the
structure of our social and economic systems for these are the objects/subjects of our study. Then we
must demonstrate that there is a recognisable shape to the pattern of change, for if this were not so,
then change may simply be random fluctuations.
To predict the future we have to identify and measure every possible system; from the climate to
health to every economy and every culture. This is obviously not possible. Weather forecasts have
achieved a reasonable accuracy with a 10-day perspective but no more. It has increased from about 3day forecasts because of technological advancements and refinements in measurements. And that is
just one system that can influence all others – as well as be influenced – so making long-term
predictions of any kind is clearly ridiculous.
There are so many systems and they are all (dynamically changing) that an attempt to cover all is
doomed to failure anyway, hence the focus on only two significant aspects of our everyday life and
relevant to retail, marketing and consumer behaviour specifically. One might reasonably expect a book
about the future to consider trends in medicine, climate change and a slew of others, but our aim is
not to identify trends to extrapolate, I want to simply survey the landscape to recreate a new context
for considering specific scenarios.
In particular, I want to focus on confluence of two trends. At the junction of the powerful forces we
find our new context defined by attributes such as ‘ubiquity’ and ‘empowerment’ and as many tags as
one might want to create. There seems to be a pop-business book with a catchy title that latches onto
one facet and elevates that particular attribute to the defining aspect of our new society.
Despite the ubiquity, the term ‘technology’ is not well understood judged by a narrow use of the term
to reflect a focus on information technology. The dictionary definition is much wider and refers to the
application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes, especially in industry. Scientific knowledge is
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of course terribly broad term that captures most practical knowledge. Technological changes and
trends are therefore actually meaningless as a term unless it is specifically limited to a specific, defined
technological advancement.
It therefore makes more sense to consider the manifestations of technology and to nominate some
key technologies and/or to nominate key functions or industries. Discussing each trend or each
technology warrants a book each but that is not the purpose here. Again the emphasis is on the
intersection of the trends and the consequent broad shift in the socio-economic system.
The one exception is the changes in information technology – specifically what is labelled ICT and even
more specifically internet-related technology. Coupled with the ubiquitous adoption of mobile
communications technology, the internet is creating an entirely new economic eco-system that
disregards many of the rules and conventions of national and international economies.
Just as physical goods become entirely disintermediated, services will increasingly also be offered via
the internet. Holograms, VR and such technologies only point to the beginning of what is possible in
that space. I can imagine a future where a digital hairdresser virtualises in your bedroom and based on
a 3D view of your head executes the perfect haircut. She might even chat to you – who knows? When
you press ‘enter’ she disappears again. (Or maybe Ctrl F9 shuts her up.)
Technology previously functioned in a synchronised environment, and now has (a) enabled and (b) is
functioning in an asynchronous environment.
At the turn of the previous millennium technology would be a knife – that is used by hand by the
person using it when they are using it. Or a cart was in use when the cart-pusher pulled it or whipped a
horse. The user and the technology had to function at the same time (synchronously) for the
technology to work and for the user to benefit from it.
Some asynchronous technologies had been invented and were slowly growing. The parchment scroll or
stone tablet can be considered communications technology that allowed asynchronous
communication and took off with the invention of the printing presses. But the time difference
between creation and consumption was such that its use was limited.
The telephone was invented – initially as a synchronous technology and therefore with those
constraints – but had the advantage of bypassing the geographic barriers. Arguably more important
than the phone was the ability to record sound, which led to voicemail. This is a perfect asynchronous
technology in that it overcomes geographic and temporal barriers.
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In the transport domain we have evolved from push cart to self-parking cars, which will in all likelihood
eventually become self-driving, finally separating user and function. But let’s leave that to engineers
who can translate the vision of sci-fi authors. I am excited about what is happening right now that will
change the way we do business.
We have the internet protocol that enables asynchronous communication near perfectly – including
virtuality. It is probably as close to perfect as we are likely to come short of people being able to
materialise in different places via teleporting. It is real and it is happening now.
What happens when technology (communications and product delivery = the whole user experience)
occurs asynchronously? I.e. what happens when there are no temporal or geographic barriers and it
becomes a truly anywhere anytime world for the marketing interaction?
At the same time, societal values shift and the community now demands that the corporate entity
takes its place in the commercial ecosystem on an equal basis, irrespective of size or historic power.
What happens then?
Can corporations become nimble, relevant, and personal? Can they adapt to not having any power and
not controlling the terms of trade? The societal value shift demands this and technology makes it
possible – and not doing it is fast becoming a non-option as more companies are succeeding at finding
the answers.
Attractor #1: Reclaiming Production
There are few technological developments that have the capacity to transform the world we live in so
dramatically and so quickly than the development of 3D Printing. Guy Rundle wrote a fascinating,
easy=to-read treatise on the evolution of #D Printing. In the words of one of the engineer-inventor4s
dominating this space (Kevin Harrington) the future “…we’re talking about is a total self-producing
environment that draws on its own recycle d material, prints out its own energy sources, and is
connect to food production a the one end and system production at the other.” In case you didn’t get
that, he is talking about a system of production that feeds itself and replicates itself.
At the moment consumer-level 3D printing is merely a novelty producing polymer gimmicks. The real
innovation is happening where inventors are experiment with different materials (different metals and
even organic matter) at any size. It is only a matter of time before every home is equipped with the
means of producing almost anything it wants.
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If you could print a perfect Noritake Dinner Service, will there still be merit in owning a set? What is
the value of BMW if someone could print one in their backyard? What will happen to brands? What
will be the critical value ingredient? Will people actually make their own stuff, because if they could
and that drove down the price to almost nothing, what would be the incentive for them or anyone else
to actually bother? Will this actually cause a slowdown in innovation? Will the computers themselves
be doing the innovating?
Once you start exploring these questions, it becomes abundantly clear that the world will change in
ways that no one can foresee.
Attractor #2: Virtualisation/Ephemeralisation
At the other wend of the spectrum of ‘making stuff’ is

Live
Music

‘disappearing stuff’. Things are being made as fast as they are
disappearing.

Cloud

Vinyl

Alvin Toffler, amongst others have, written about how
ephemeralisation, though it may increase our power to solve
physical problems, can make non-physical problems much worse

CD

Tape

and can negate the advantages. Increasing system complexity
and information overload make it difficult and stressful for the people who must control the
ephemeralised systems.
“Goldhaber (1997) suggests67 that the traditional economy, based on the exchange of material wealth,
is being replaced by an economy based on the exchange of attention.”
He then goes on to say that “This view of the attention economy has a basic flaw, though: attention is
not a tradeable good. While attention is valuable both when spending it and when receiving it, the one
cannot compensate for the other.” Goldhaber underestimated the power and value of attention, liking
and following – all behaviours which are very rewarding to consumers psychologically and financially.
I am conflating ephemeralisation, dematerialisation and virtualisation to describe the power of
technology to make something temporal (geographic distance) and something physical (atoms)
change shape or be overcome as it turns distance and atoms into digits.
Two people talking on a phone is an example of how geographic constraints are made irrelevant by
technology. When you can have that conversation with a hologram and experience something that
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physically exists somewhere else in a different place to which it exists then atoms have been
virtualised.
In the Stone Age one can imagine that all forms of art and entertainment were ephemeral: it existed
only whilst it was being performed. Art (e.g. ‘theatre/ story telling’, music etc.) was consumed while it
was performed. It was never ‘stored’ and never experienced asynchronously. Everything was ‘in the
moment’. (This should be ringing the YOLO bells.)
A good example of this cycle is music as seen from the diagrams in the following chapter.
In the Stone Age, the only musical entertainment that existed would have been whatever rhythmic
noises they could make as and when they wanted to make music. That was great because music
existed as an art form that is meant o be a form of entertainment.
There is one major disadvantage though; and that is that you could only be entertained if and when
(while) the music was being made by yourself and/or others in that moment.
The desire to be more productive and more efficient (and more comfortable) drove the changes in
technology as illustrated in the diagram. Each type of technology became exponentially better at the
quantity and quality of music that could be stored and accessed as and when it was required.
But the technology marched inexorably towards ephemeralisation. Naturally, or ironically, we now
enjoy music very similarly to our Stone Age ancestors. We don’t own the music, we don’t (and can’t)
store the music. But it is available on demand and we can entertain ourselves at anytime.
Our musical experience is once again ephemeral: we only ‘own’ it while we experience it. The major
difference and advantage is of course that in the Stone Age one was dependent on others to help
create the experience (e.g. tell the story, beat the drum). In the Modern Era, we might have to rely on
internet access and a paid-up account to access the music, but there are no temporal or physical
barriers to enjoying the experience.
One cannot be sure if the Cloud is making things possible (cause) or whether it is a consequence of our
desire to reduce everything to its ephemeral essence.
Examples of virtualisation/ephemeralisation abound. Search for Shared/Rental Economy or
Collaborative Consumption. The website collaborrativeconsumption.com lists fifteen categories of
products and services on offer in their directory. This is not a trend; it is a substantial part of the world
economy. In fact AirBnB (the poster child of the sharing economy) rented between 12 million to 15
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million room-nights in 2012 and is forecasted to eventually reach $1 billion a year in revenues.
(Claiming 3% commission, that would suggest a very substantial turnover.)
Attractor #3: Network Effect (Networks are not chains)
Disintermediation as a term exists in our dictionary but became a mainstream word in technology
circles in the mid nineties to my recollection. (It is near impossible to find the original source, but
Meriam –Webster Online Dictionary68 puts first use of the word at 1967.) It is certainly not new and
many thinkers have been thinking about this for a long time. And it is easy to see it all around us. But if
disintermediation is rife, what replaces it? What fills the void?
This is an equally important question, and the answer is simple – even though the impact and
consequences are unclear and the strategic responses to these changes are unclear at best.
Chains (like supply chains) are disappearing and all that remains are the links. And these links are the
people.
Peer-to-Peer networks replace the chains of the Old Economy. (More about this in application section
where we discuss collaborative consumption and responsive retailing.)
Previously commercial eco-systems (for instance) had to be structured in a way to enable and optimise
the flow of goods and services and information.
Technology has enabled individuals to supplant formal organisation with on-demand connections. The
music sharing service Napster69 that emerged in 1999 to fundamentally and unequivocally disrupt the
music industry by allowing peer-to-peer sharing of music.
The same principle has served as a template for a raft of start-ups in the 2000s to create these
networks for what has become know as ‘collaborative consumption’ (or ‘shareonomics’ for the
breathless enthusiasts). Examples abound from general platforms like RentWant70 to specific ones
such as Liquid (for bikes) and of course AirBnB71 for places to rent. (Another manifestation of
ephemeralisation.)
Broadcasters & Publishers
Twitter is morphing into a powerful news distribution channel. It is the same story (which is its own
mystery) of why Encyclopaedia Britannica not becoming Wikipedia, Sony Walkman not becoming the
iPod, or Trading Post did not become EBay or the Newspaper Classifieds did not become Craigslist.
Once dismissed by many (including yours truly) as a surfeit of inane chatter, Twitter is now a powerful
news organisation. I have little doubt that big data and its legitimate offspring in the form of powerful
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algorithms will soon create a solution to minimise the propensity of unverified reports to become
‘news’ which will then effective replace the remaining currency that retail news channels (and news
wholesalers like Reuters) have will be obviated by the peer-to-peer news network such as Twitter.
Broadcasters, initially print media especially, are having their business models massively disrupted and
no more than a handful of organisations globally are making headway with new approaches. It does
seem to come down to one simple fact: in inability to deal with the new reality. Large organisations are
hell-bent on preserving their old infrastructure (with concomitant inadequacies) and force-fitting it
into a new mould that is simply not capable of dealing with old economics. Smaller organisations – and
start-ups of course – are ideally situated to embrace and take advantage of the new economic realities.
The substitute business model is peer-to-peer networking and by definition peer-to-peer is about
individuals interacting with each other. Other than providing the technological platform, there does
not seem too much room for a corporation to play a role in P2P.
The reason why Word-of-Mouth (WOM) is so powerful is because it is essentially P2P - which is by
definition personal and trustworthy. If nothing else the growth in P2P business is indicative of
essentially a smart, rational consumer because the advantages are clear and powerful, because P2P
transactions.
Reduces cost by dis-intermediating middlemen and their overhead completely
Reduces risk by purchasing from a trusted source. Even when the buyer and seller are not directly
known to each other, the sanction of the group (before and after) is sufficient control to ensure the
integrity of the system is maintained. (Ratings systems such as on EBay, TripAdvisor etc. are powerful
endorsements and renegades are quickly expunged from the system.)
Reduces the impact on ‘buyer’ and ‘seller’ by spreading the onus/cost of ownership (e.g. maintenance)
over a larger base
Reduces the impact on the environment by reducing overall demand for physical products
Increased flexibility and a greater range of options – including the ability to rent a higher value/quality
item than one might be able to purchase outright.
Education
A massive open online course (MOOC) is an online course aiming at large-scale interactive
participation and open access via the web. (Wikipedia seems an appropriate source to quote, albeit a
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somewhat ironic flip of the finger to universities, including this author’s occasional employer, who
forbids students from referencing Wikipedia in their studies.)
MOOCs are a classic example of a trend manifestation and the problem with predicting the future. The
ability for the traditional teaching structure to be scaled is evidenced by the proliferation of MOOCs.
Some of the smartest minds in our most venerable institutions have become enamoured with the
potential of MOOCs to leverage their brand and the ability and the popularity of the best professor in a
subject.
This simple extension of the current model (chalk ‘n talk by an expert upfront whilst the chattering
classes receive wisdom) is fundamentally flawed. It is the equivalent of figure X where a machine with
mechanical mops and brooms were envisaged as the future of automating household cleaning.
The confluence of social and technological changes is driving a new kind of learning (and teaching)
model which has not quite yet fully emerged.
In the new teaching models (assuming it can still be called teaching) a few attributes are emerging:
Validation and verification is more valuable than pure information transfer. This can done by
outsourcing this validation process to the participant (collaborative consumption again) or an
algorithm (ephemeralisation).
There will be a socialisation of learning as soon as the barriers above or overcome or
validation/assessment is devalued sufficiently to obviate the need for institutional endorsement.
Either way, institutions are racing headlong into oblivion if current trends continue.
Manufacturing
The suppliers/manufacturers might not enjoy their newfound powers (as wholesalers and retailers are
dis-intermediated) for long because it seems that a new force will disintermediate them. The
development of 3D printing72 is something I had not foreseen – but it is happening and it may be
possible that the entire supply chain will exist only in buying the raw materials to ‘print’ – since
presumably the 3D printer itself will eventually be printed?
Advertising
Almost every business model of any internet enterprise that does not sell physical goods, pornography
or advice on how to make money on the internet makes money via advertising. Google makes
BILLIONS with Adwords.
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But even this gold mine will run dry (unless they buy it) because there are now applications that
provide contextual commerce. That is, there are services (applications) that allow the product owners
to ‘own’ key words on other websites (content providers) which, when clicked on, does not take you to
a website and does not pop up and advertisement – it
Opensky73 focuses on social network for its contextual commerce efforts. And Mulu74 focuses on what
they call ‘shoppable ads’.
There are several examples75 of how some publishers are riding the content wave.
Retail
Just like there is computerised share trading (based on algorithms that will scare the pants off76 you)
there will eventually be eCommerce sites that are created and optimised by algorithms – and fully
maintained – including social media profiles and ‘authentic’ interactions with the community. This will
become an easy option for any/all suppliers or manufacturers to bypass the entire retail network
(including traditional and 3rd party online retailers) and to reach out to the consumer directly – at a
lower cost than ever before. (Why would you accept drop ship orders if you can create hundreds of
sites in different languages for your own products by buying a piece of software?)
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THE ARC OF THE HUMAN SYSTEM
Our thesis is that the arc of evolving human systems is reaching the point of iteration where we are
experiencing the first stage of the repetition, and that the system is re-iterating the human
preferences dating back to the Neolithic man.
Chaos theory suggests that our dynamical system can be visually represented by fractal patterns; that
there is a constant pattern that recurs or iterates. In essence, chaos theory (somewhat counter
intuitively) suggests that there are patterns that govern the universe and that the chaos we see is
apparent chaos only. (Look too closely at a fractal image and all you see is a swirl of shapes. However,
allow it enough space and time to reveal itself fully, you note the inherent patterns.)
Consider the image of the fractal below. Can you spot the iterating element that creates the pattern? I
would suggest not, because we are too close to it.

Despite the difficulty of doing so, and despite the high likelihood of getting it wrong, the key to
anticipating the future is identifying (and isolating) the smallest unit of that iteration.
General Systems Theory tells us that everything (all patterns) is connected – so these evolutionary
trends (patterns) of our human systems are not disparate events but connected and interlocked in
more ways than we can comprehend.
Just like a fractal pattern, the trend pattern of our human system repeats. There is obviously a
temporal dimension to the formation of the pattern. That is, how long do you have to watch a series of
changes before it becomes a ‘pattern’?
If you imagine the systems of our world creating a massive, multi-dimensional fractal, we are only able
to perceive a fraction of it, and what I see is only part of the pattern – until sufficient time has passed
to give us the bigger arc of history.
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When predicting the future, human beings default to linear extrapolation of events and trends because
(a) we lack the perspective necessary to really ‘see’ the very long term nature of the evolution of the
system and (b) because humans are always seeking certainty and take the short cuts to arrive there.
Most of what we have termed ‘trends’ have been based on an observation of a small amount of
evolutionary events over a short period of time.
The arc of the evolution of the human system that I draw from spans about 12,000 years – from the
cave men of the Neolithic Age to the present.
Admittedly, and almost certainly, the iterating element I describe in this book is only part of the
pattern and that there is a meta-pattern that I cannot yet recognise because I can’t see far enough
back and lack the imagination to anticipate the future creatively enough.
So the question is: when does a pattern become a pattern?
The technical answer can be found by diving deeper into the notion of attractors you will discover
basins of attraction, strange attractors and other concepts that are not referenced much in this text. I
acknowledge that I am relying on selective aspects of the respective theories to illuminate my
approach to (forecasting) anticipating our future, but my purpose is not explain chaos theory or
general systems theory specifically. Rather, I am attempting to illustrate to the reader that when we
identify patterns of behaviour (and sometimes trends) that these patterns (whilst possibly wrong
because of my cognitive inabilities) are not artificial constructs but are rather embedded in the very
fabric of the universe.
The simple answer is a bit like the (famous) definition of pornography: I know it when I see it. What I
can see right now – without the need to extrapolate is the manifestation of certain core principles in
every aspect of our society. And, when I see these manifestations, I recognise that I have ‘seen’ these
before – some 12000 years ago.
There is a debate amongst geologists and anthropologists about exactly when man settled in once
place with some evidence that this is early post the Ice-Age and not during the Agrarian age as
previously thought. The specifics are actually not that relevant as this is not about matching the 21 st
Century with a specific corresponding era, but my objective rather more general and maybe even more
metaphysical than that.
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It appears to me (and I hope to demonstrate) that we are not fundamentally as evolved as we like to
think. Our basest instincts and our most fundamental preferences seem to favour a specific (default)
way of life that formed in a pre-historic era, and now enabled by technology is resurfacing again.
Of course it is different in its physical manifestation because we live in a different world with different
technologies. It is generally accepted that humans all love in the same way and always have. And that
we all hate in the same way and always have. We are afraid of the unknown. We want to prove
ourselves stronger than the next person. The list goes on.
There really is no logical reason why we wouldn’t want to (all) communicate in the same way, learn in
the same way, produce goods in the same way and influence others the same way our pre-historic
ancestors always have. I introduce the metaphor of a coiled spring as opposed to a circle to illustrate
the idea of a trend that returns to a similar position, but only on a different level.
The shape of change
Systems have shapes. (Everything has a ‘shape’ of course, but I
mean recognisable, predictable and regular shape. See earlier
reference to Fibonacci numbers.) A trend simply tracks the shift or
movement of a particular phase in a shape. A fractal is great
aesthetic representation of complexity that is systemic and not
random. One can sense the pattern even if you can’t see it.
To draw the shape of our present is the equivalent of pulling one
thread from a ball of wool. Describing the one thread is a
simplification of the complex reality, arguably beyond need, but I would suggest that understanding
one fragment of the fractal that is our system of life is better than none at all.
Instead of attempting to describe the complexity of a fractal, let us simplify the description of the core
message here by introducing the metaphor of a spiral.
The fragment of the fractal that I visualise when considering the trends and manifestations is a coiled
spiral.


The trend (progression) is not linear.



The core iterating element is circular, but is open (not closed)



Each iteration is on a higher ‘level’ than the one before
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The ‘shape’ I seek to determine is that endless iterating shape that serves as the building blocks of a
complex system. From the coiled spiral I slice one segment to represent my limited temporal
perspective. Consider a circular shape as per image below. It is one coil of the spiral, one slice of time
as seen from the top.
In each of the following diagrams the X-axis represents time.
And the Y-axis represents one other dimension of the particular
societal variable under discussion.
The choice of the circular loop here is simply to illustrate one
simple fact, and that is that we can only see and understand the
shape of a trend with a small keyhole section of time. (The
ACTUAL shape of the system of Life is a Fractal – comprised of
many iterations of the same element.)
Perspective changes the shape
As human beings we are influenced by our ‘frames’ – the way we perceive things. When we look at a
shape, the ‘keyhole’ offered by our frames limit us in what we can perceive.

In the above series, a different perspective revealed a different shape. With one perspective we see a
flat, horizontal trend. Through another we see a steep downward line and in another an upward curve.
Whilst we humans are hampered by our frames and our temporal limitations and can therefore only
know the shape of a trend partially, there is in fact a universal shape to the trends we perceive.
The universal shape I refer to is that of a fractal, and hopefully now the previous chapter’s introduction
to chaos/ complexity theory makes sense.
In conclusion:


The evolutionary change of the human system is not a straight line, but some other shape.
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We can therefore never extrapolate a (non-linear) shape, but instead we must identify the
underlying, iterating pattern (if it exists.)



The fractal visually represents an iterating pattern that appears chaotic until you have
identified the iterative element.



These iterative elements are inter-connected, which means they also create meta-patterns and
it is impossible to accurately predict how the whole system will evolve, so it is best to try to
understand the recursive elements individually at the very least.

This logic applied above is grounded in and is influenced by my world view generally and in terms of
how I view human nature specifically, but acknowledging that I have come to postulate a few aspects
of human/societal systems:


Humans learned how to function as a society when they first formed a society. That is, human
systems that relate to and are based on how humans interact (communications, education,
family structures, media, business strategy, religion etc.) originated from a specific time when
humans first started congregate in larger, complex multi-tribal units – the Neolithic age. This
caused these systems to form in a particular way. (Other humans systems like for instance
personal survival were formed much before they settled in large communities.)



The same innate human needs that shaped the formation of ‘settler’ societies larger than the
individual tribes, also shaped the systemic preferences of the individuals.



These systems therefore developed a particular, original ‘default’ setting based on that innate
preference.



Like all systems, those default settings also meant that it had inherent weaknesses which was a
stumbling block to development of more robust systems and more viable societies.



The evolution of these social systems are driven by technological advances (which then in
return, like in any system, influences the system itself).



The force of the technological development firstly seeks to remedy the deficiencies in the
system.



And finally the system then reverts back to its original preferences, but now with all the new
improvements, it is stronger and better.

Right now we are on the cusp of the ‘Arc’ reverting back to its original setting in many respects, as we
explore in some of these societal systems below.
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I will address the notion that technological development shapes the system into an arc. I will elaborate
to highlight how the attributes are specifically shaped based on the following process that I
hypothesised earlier in explaining the shape of the arc, but it is important to qualify that this exposition
that follows covers a many industries, each requiring much more in-depth knowledge to make specific,
accurate predictions. Consequently I will simply describe the broad ARC of the trend – a meta-trend if
you will – in order to illustrate the central hypothesis of this treatise with multiple (superficial)
examples rather than one in-depth example.
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MANIFESTATIONS OF CHANGE
It is not possible to evaluate and consider all elements or sub-systems – at least not equally. Readers
will probably be better suited to consider their own area of interest based on the framework, and the
focus is therefore on explaining how to construct the framework. As thought starters, I provide a table
with another six systems used to illustrate the high level conceptual manifestation of the New Cave
Age in that system.
Using the graphic of the arc, with the X-axis denoting time, the only challenge is to consider and
determine what would be used as the Y-axis since this is an important decision that goes to identifying
a central tenet of that particular system that will serve as the basis for the analysis. There is a great
deal of intuition involved and it is hard to explain how one arrives at the descriptor, but since these
axis form the basis of the analysis, it is important.
Similar to developing a matrix for market positioning for instance, the choice of this particular variable
is important, but somewhat intuitive. A commonly used example of market positioning is to think
about MP3 players. The first batch of innovators wanted to create a device that was mobile and had
large capacity for songs. Every market player positioning itself on that axis, aiming for bigger capacity.
When Apple introduce the iPod, it effectively redefined the basis of comparison not so much about
more features and capacity, but as appearance and access to music (with the iTunes store they made
the capacity almost infinite).
Suddenly all those large capacity MP3 players that looked like mini-refrigerators became uncool as
Apple turned a music player into a piece of jewellery/ personal accessory that said something about
the person. The axes had literally and figuratively shifted because Apple had found a more meaningful
basis of differentiation and positioning than all the other competitors.
To illustrate the development (and use) of the co9nceptual framework, let’s consider the industry of
transport, specifically personal transportation.
The starting point would be to create a narrative that paints a clear picture of the transportation
means and methods that would have existed in the Caveman Age. I imagine that it was based on
taming animals, and later getting the animal to drag an object that was useful as a carriage of goods
and or people. Some of the problems that would have existed (shortcomings in the system) was that it
would have been difficult to match availability to demand – at certain times the whole family would
travel and at others it was the individual. There would be limitations with range and geography since
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the modes of transport could not physically go far, go anywhere or go anytime. Whether it was a Bison
dragging a sled or a Horse pulling cart, the constraints would have been similar.
Technological development, first the wheel and later the means to mechanically propel the
transportation (mechanisation) of the ‘vehicle’ eliminated many of these constraints. Users could go
further, quicker and any anywhere at anytime.
In order to develop a framework we are looking for a central theme of this narrative, one that can be
used to describe the full arc of development. The best way to do this is to let the mind wonder with his
narrative: what is an ‘umbrella descriptor’ that describes the ‘essence’ of personal transportation? This
‘essence’ will become the basis of the analysis over time.
A few words come to mind as we consider this ‘essence’ of transport:
-

Usability

-

Flexibility

-

Responsiveness (to personal need)

-

And so forth.

There is no one ‘right’ word – but some are better than others. For instance, one could argue that
‘comfort’ is the defining criterion and to some extent one could draw that bow. But by the same token,
a F1 racing car is not very comfortable, yet is inarguably very advanced. And so this digression may
prompt you to continue to think of other criteria. For instance what about:
-

Functionality

-

Speed

-

Ownership

-

And so forth

At some stage the ideas will be exhausted and then it is a matter of reducing it and picking one
defining attribute. Arriving at this point where you pick an attribute is largely based on intuition and
the subliminal perspectives that exist within the individual.
In this instance I shall pick FLEXIBILITY as the defining characteristic. Given the nature of the
constraints the original modes of transport had, it seems that overcoming those limitations to get
more flexibility would be critically important because if transport cannot go anywhere and anytime, it
rather defeats the purpose of ‘transport’.
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The next stage of the analysis is to plot the arc with some key developments in transportation. It seems
that a few uncontroversial development points in the arc would have been: Bison & sled, Canoes,
Horse & Carriage, Trains, Cars and Planes. You will note that mechanisation (technology) drove faster
and further & more flexible in some ways (multiple routes, large or small groups, with or without
luggage etc.)
But what the new modes lacked/ lost from the original is the ability for the owner to really customise
the trip (having a certain route is not the same as picking your own path over the mountain) and there
is a lack of intimacy with the public transportation vehicles. And as these modes developed (though
mechanisation) they developed other negative tendencies such as high cost of ownership, space
requirements in denser areas, pollution and so forth.
When developing the framework, I start out by highlighting ONE ELEMENT along the ARC of these
development points. In the transportation example it the development points are: Personal  Animal
 Mechanical. The challenge is to pick a word in terms of which once can describe that arc of
development. Earlier I mentioned for example: Usability, Flexibility and Responsiveness s possibilities
and chose flexibility as the descriptor of the Y-axis of the ARC.
The same thinking processes apply to each of the functional domains explored below.
In the conceptual diagrams below I use the beginning and end point of the Y-Axis as the descriptors
rather than using a single world as an umbrella term – simply to reduce confusion. For instance, when
explaining the shape of communications trend, I simply tag each end of the Y axis (in this case 1to1 and
1tomany) instead of trying to come up with a word such as ‘audience size’ – simply because it is easier
to comprehend.
To use a simple analogy, I will rather use tow descriptive tags (e.g. Fast and Slow) rather than a
descriptor (Speed). That is because fast and slow are easier to understand rather than get in a debate
about whether it is speed or velocity that is the correct term.
Future #1: The Shape of Communication
Communication refers to how human being s relate to each other via the medium of communications.
It is not about a specific channel but rather the act of talking and listening.
The Y-Axis here represents the possible communicator-to-audience dimension. The arc (over time) has
changed from 1-to-1 communication to many-to-many, enable by communications technology. This
was primarily the development of broadcast media (radio and then television). In the meantime
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telephone also was invented and improved, and although that is a 1-1 focus, the technological impetus
was towards enabling group participation (conference calls) and general quality and ubiquity (reaching
more people).
Of late the shift in communications technology has been towards immediacy, intimacy and
ephemerality. The poster-child product/company is Snapchat, where ‘conversations’ are auto-deleted
after delivery.
This a classic example of the type of business that we believe will thrive in the new cave age. A
comparison of the communication practices then and now show how the cave-men default features of
a system (e.g. communications) is the preferred setting, and that technology first was used to remedy
the shortcomings of that system and then (inevitably) the technology innovation arc refocuses to reenabling the original and still-desired features of the preferred default settings.
Communication that was ONLY one-to-one was severely limiting to the survival, growth and
sustainability of the tribe. Ephemeral communications made it harder and slower for traditions and
culture to become embedded in a society. Therefore the technological development arc of the
communications system focused on remedying those issues, making the system universal, recordable,
perfectly replicable, inexpensive and effective and transmitting the information quickly and efficiently
between sender and receiver.
Then while retaining those beneficial
evolutionary adaptations, it once again seeks to
find the ‘equilibrium’ of our preferred default
setting, which is direct, intimate and personal
communications. We have improved it by being
able to broadcast and share widely (improving
our safety and securing the spread of the idea
seeds we want to spread) but now once again
start seeking out our preferred modes of communication again.


The Arc = Fireside Chat  TV  Snapchat



The Arc = Campfire  Newspaper  Twitter

The arc of development in communications is illustrated by the dominance of personal communication
(caveman style) at the juncture of the X and Y axes, followed by broadcast Television at the apex,
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thought Netflix style ‘customised’ mass media on the downward arc culminating in Snapchat style
communications again at the bottom of the arc in the present and near future.
In effect this illustrates the return to the default settings – albeit in a ‘new and improved’ version – as
illustrated by this table.
Cavemen Communications
Direct – person to person or small group

Snapchat: New Cave Age
Direct – person to person (although technology
enables it to be broadcast)
Cryptic (due to close familiarity) and limited
Cryptic – due to symbolism, concatenation
vocabulary
peer group conventions
Ephemeral – not store-able. Lost as it is
Ephemeral – not stored (although technology
spoken.
allows it to be stored)
Single medium (drums, signals)
Single medium, but embedded multi-media
No geographic limits
Infinitely storable – if wanted
Any member of the tribe – expand the tribe as much as need
The emergent shape of communication is driven (influenced, not caused) by the various attractors
highlighted above. We have recognised how these attractors create a pattern that we, with a certain
given temporal perspective, can recognise.
Communications technology was sensitive to the initial conditions; for instance the inability to
communicate to large groups that drew the development in a certain direction. At every stage, at ever
moment, a certain set of conditions apply and the question is of course what those conditions right
now are that may fundamentally re-shape the trend? In my view security and privacy are just two of
these triggers that may send the development arc in unforeseen directions. Exploring other such
triggers may possibly be one of the more useful exercises a futurecaster may contribute to our
understanding.
Future #2: The Shape of Entertainment
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Imagine the scene in the Neolithic Age: The tribes are gathered around the fire. Some members may
sing, at other times they will clap or ban drums. Some will participate regularly, others may prefer to
watch. Sometimes there is a purpose (a special day, for the Chief) and sometimes it will be
spontaneous. More often than not the entertainment would only be for and with the immediate
community present.
But the one thing that all forms of entertainment had in common is that it was only ever ‘live’ and/or
‘on demand’. That is the entertainment only existed while it was performed; I use the term ephemeral
to describe this. Effectively entertainment had all the characteristics of a service – even though it
probably was always free.
A key shortcoming of all forms of entertainment was that the performer and the audience had to be in
the same place and time simultaneously. Humans may have a desire (or need) to be entertained at
other times and that the ‘live only’ nature of entertainment was an inherent weakness. It took many
years, especially for the first half of the arc to progress and for technology to start creating some
alternatives. Introducing papyrus rolls and books was still a static and limited form of entertainment,
but at least at removed some of the temporal demands and allowed some mobility. Eventually
broadcast media was developed and television and radio introduced channels or platforms of
entertainment that had finally overcome all the constraints of the ephemeral and nature of
entertainment.
In the process of course the sacrifice was loss of choice, reduction in intimacy and familiarity with the
content and the customs was traded for variety and opportunity to discover more options. Gradually,
technology then clawed back some of those feature losses – and the introduction of the Internet and
products like Netflix facilitated increased personal customisation, relevance and flexibility.
The new cave age entertainment product is typified by Spotify as music provider. Technology has gone
through the arc of development, and now we have entertainment that is once again ‘live’ when we
want it, we don’t store it but we have complete, continuous on-demand access.
Spotify (and/or a company like it will succeed because it delivers entertainment the way we originally
wanted it. It is ephemeral, personal and intimate – yet is open to the whole world and we can discover
unlimited new varieties too. The best of both world so to speak.
Cavemen Entertainment

Spotify: New Cave Age
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Direct – person to person or small group

Customised

Intimate (due to close familiarity) and

Personal playlist

limited vocabulary
Ephemeral – not store-able. Lost as it is

Cloud-based, ephemeral.

performed.
Unlimited access (any time)
Consistently repeatable
On demand

Again, one should think about the in initial conditions and the types of triggers that this particular
system is sensitive too. I claim no special knowledge of the entertainment domain, but a logical trigger
that could have a material impact would be the notion of discretionary time. The nature, quantity and
frequency of discretionary time must play a role in the type of entertainment and the vehicles of
creation and distribution.
Future #3: The Shape of Family
In the Stone Age, people belonged to small groups (tribes and extended families). The groups were
self-sufficient and self-reliant. The notion of ‘family’ would extend to the entire village, as is captured
in the expression: It takes a whole village to raise a child. The incessant survival pressure necessitated
that each member of a tribe played a role and contributed something to the common interest. In some
ways the notion of communism is an attempt to formalise these relationships and responsibilities.
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Chasing the ephemeral promise of economies of scale, tribal units became larger, and thanks to power
hunger of individual leaders, tribes became larger and larger to achieve and redefine ‘nations’ as the
common denominator. Nations of course would include a wide variety of competing interests,
behaviours and beliefs. Within one nation you would find numerous dialects, sometimes even different
languages – and not to mention different religions.
Nationhood was largely defined by the geographical boundaries of a kingdom and a bunch of rather
tenuous traits that can loosely be termed ‘culture’.
It should be clear to even the casual observer that culture is not homogenous and that indeed the
strains of sub-cultures in any group/ nation could depart so radically from the main culture, that it
makes very little logical sense that these sub-cultures are even part of the over-arching culture.
Take a country like South Africa: Can you even contemplate a South African Culture? There are 13
indigenous languages (all recognised as official), the people are affectionately called the Rainbow
Nation for its diversity. Multiple religions and powerful tribal sub-cultures make the country at best a
Mosaic of sub-cultures and the notion of a South African Culture is actually quite meaningless because
it is so broad. It is not different anywhere in the world. In the USA one would struggle to identify what
the Amish has in common with Hollywood or Wall Street with Mid-western farmers.
The current notion of culture is a romantic remnant of once dominant tribes and the leaders who
sought to expand their influence to the maximum.
The ongoing wars in various parts of the world, to wit the Balkan Region, shows that the more natural,
smaller and stronger ties that bind various tribes are under pressure to fracture. Having institutions
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like the EU or even the UN to belong to, allows smaller nation states to gain benefits of being a larger
country, which is propelling this fragmentation to its natural conclusion: village-sized tribes.

Cavemen Family Structures

Tribes: New Cave Age

Village-sized tribes
Clubs and Online Communities
Specialisation
Special Interest Groups
Shared roles and responsibilities
A common interest
The proven warrior is the best leader
Crowd-sourced inputs
Not bounded by geography
More specialisation (niche) for stronger interests and passions
More variety
Not language dependent
Triggers that family structure and type would be sensitive too would be (from a complete non-expert
view) the human ability to choose gender and all the associated DNA manipulations. Opponents of
this are in my view right to be concerned about how that may play out – it certainly just feels like it
there could be unintended consequences of an unimaginable scale. Imagine for instance a world, fifty
years from now where families are comprised of genetically selected alpha males, ostensibly and
innocently selected by well-meaning parents hoping to give their sons the best chance of success, but
consequently creates a hyper-competitive, testosterone charged society?
Future #4: The Shape of Spirituality/ Religion
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Anyone following the debates and online polemic of the religion vs atheist debates will know that
neither side can definitively prove that Religion is declining or not. Even though it is generally
conceded that in first world countries there is a marked decline in church attendance, even this is hard
to attribute. Atheists claim that western civilisations are benefiting from a more scientific orientation
driving this decline, it should be noted that whilst there may declines in traditional churches, there is
not necessarily a decline in spirituality or even religiosity. People have so many avenues to express
their spirituality in non-church environments that it would be foolish to equate church attendance with
religiosity. Every fan of Deepak Chopra’s books for instance would probably have to identify as not
fitting the church categories offered in a typical census, but clearly these people are believers of and in
‘Something’.
Religion is being replaced by fundamentalism and fanaticism and perverse dedication to personal
improvement and gain – YOLO is the fastest growing church of the past and present centuries.
Cavemen Religion
Mystical
Ceremonial
Everyday objects = transcendent value

Tribes: New Cave Age
New age mysticism
The emergent church
Cultural idolisation
Apologetics
Translatability
Global Reach
SIDEBAR: I have studied religion, philosophy and apologetics more than the average person, and
although I am no expert I do feel reasonably confident in saying that the world will enter a period of
declining religious practices. This practice will sow the seeds for more extremism from those religious
groupings that are more prone to fundamentalism, which will actually hasten the demise of those
religions. Over time, however, the pendulum will swing back again as people naturally discover the
limits of fundamental materialism. How long that will take only God knows.
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Future #5: The Shape of Consumption Orientation

Human beings’ attitudes towards consumption are necessarily inextricably interwoven with the
immanence and sustainability of their state of survival. The more likely you are to face a situation
where survival will be more unlikely, the smaller your circle of consideration becomes. In effect, if you
are likely to suffer, you become more selfish about the means of survival.
If there is then a single of measure of progress possible, then it would be that human beings generally
are further removed from immanent death from starvation (pockets of sadness in the world
notwithstanding) that we can safely say that humans are less inclined to save. In addition, the
propensity to financial indebtedness would suggest a general expectation that human beings expect
tomorrow to be better, easier, richer than today, enabling them to repay what they borrow today.
I am not looking at this trend over the short few hundred years where we kept economic records and
go through cycles, but rather the ten thousand year trend.
Sociologists and archaeologists always seek to identify the key/critical inventions and technologies that
shaped the development of cultures. Charles Handy opened my eyes to the profound influence of
some form of central heating had on how communities lived – and the terribly negative impacts that
such positive technological development had.
By the same token we should not underestimate the ability to store food in mass quantities. This
would include primitive silos for grain as well directly treating food to last longer. This was a key
development in allowing nomadic communities to settle in and develop more agrarian and
consequently more sedentary lifestyles that had the added bonus of being inherently safer.
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As food/ sustenance has become more freely available on demand, the need to store and save is now
being obviated.
SIDEBAR: Another parallel development that influenced consumption and became influenced by
consumption in turn was the evolution of family structures.
In the beginning, family were relatively small. Not because of any plan or ability to prevent conception,
but rather because of natural attrition, war and generally hostile environments. Tribes needed to be
mobile and agile and multiple children or elderly slowed them down too much. As soon as production
of food was tied to number of hands – not requiring specialist skills and abilities like hunters –along
with more stationery (less nomadic) settlements - family sizes increased.
In fact, number of children became a symbol of wealth in many cultures. As society evolved, means of
production became separated from the family unity and family sizes began to decrease accordingly.
The growth rates in developing countries which are somewhat behind on this curve may be higher
than those in more westernised and economically advanced societies.
Cavemen Consumption Orientation
Natural products

Tribes: New Cave Age
Desire for natural products supplemented by
perceived nutritional deficiency
Catch and eat
Order in on demand
Dependent on the hunters
Dependent on producers
Ability to store indefinitely
Separation of means and place of production from consumption
On demand
One of the triggers that may impact on the evolution of this pattern is of course ‘health.’ If we develop
a certain immunity, or conversely an intolerance, or if we our food becomes infected in some way and
harms human consumers, there will be major unanticipated shifts in consumption. A second trigger is
of course the impact of climate change. It is fair to say that the jury is still out as to whether it is in fact
more than a cyclical change, but irrespective of the cause of climate change, if nature changes what we
consume will change.
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Future #6: The Shape of Learning & Education

How people learn has also followed a fascinating arc. In the beginning people learned (a) by doing and
(b) directly from the person who did it best or at worst from an adult with some experience directly. As
society and technology evolved, the school and education system became industrialised. The
classroom became a factory and it was traditionally perceived to be the most effective way to teach.
However, it is more likely that society was driven by the economic gains to be had from an
industrialised schooling system. One teacher enabled thirty sets of parents to work.
From a teaching perspective it was effective and economical but from a learning perspective it was the
least effective. Learn by doing became restricted to an hour or two in a lab or a workshop on some
days of the week. It is not natural for children to learn like that as a primary means of learning and that
type of teaching suits only the most esoteric or philosophically orientated topics.
Technology has enable us to learn again in the way humans find most natural. Even MOOCs are
platforms that allows students to learn directly from the master, and our educational jargon are
becoming infused with all sorts of hacks. It is no more evident than in tech and computer training.
There is literally no need for formal teaching of these subjects and in fact are often avoided. The tales
of people who ‘dropped out’ of college is a reflection on the irrelevance of the system. Peter Thiel (a
PayPal founder and VC) famously offered 20 people $100K to drop out of college and to go and make a
difference.
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AT the same time as the formal education system is collapsing under the weight of the cost to maintain
it, universities are increasingly being questioned about their relevance. At the same time, home
schooling is increasing at an alarming rate (for those with vested interests) and it is another sign that
the university and education is breaking down.
The future of education is much like the Caveman’s education.
Cavemen Education
Direct from source
Only what is required

Tribes: New Cave Age
Access to expert
Practical skills only – ‘information’ is stored
elsewhere as required

Action-orientated
Unlimited access (any time)
Not about memorising last tracts of knowledge
On demand
Conclusion
The purpose of this book is not to illustrate and argue the case for shape of the ARC in every industry
or every facet of culture. For instance, when you simply consider energy (as an industry and how we
consume it) today and compare that to the stone ages, you will notice that we are seemingly reverting
to:


Back to nature



Just sufficient



Pedal Power



Natural not synthetic

And so forth. That is sufficient for me to make the case that the ARC exists and that it has a particular
shape; i.e. reverting to what seems to be our natural predilections and preferences most vividly
illustrated by the notion of the Caveman era.
What I hope the reader will do is to imagine their own businesses or their own industries or even just
the areas of interest in the light of this cognitive framework (caveman) and to overlay the
technological advances on it to discover the fundamental, underpinning traits and behaviours or
factors and to re-imagine what that may be like.
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EMERGENT PROPERTIES OF THE CAVEMAN ERA
A few of the more obvious and (already) manifest risks that we will experience as the Arc bends inexorably
towards the Caveman Economy appear to be likely to be negative and undesirable. There risks are de facto
‘emergent properties’ of the ‘system’ under scrutiny.

Virus in the Vein
The inevitability of a major internet disruption which I have been predicting it since 2007 is growing by
the day77. It is only a matter of time. Governments are not talking about it much and few people who
are in the know talk about.
This is not conspiracy theory stuff, but pure logic: as societies become increasingly reliant on the
internet backbone, it will be become an increasingly attractive target for disruption – for whatever
cause.
In what would be a perfect example of all of the above, is this story78: Using a Kickstarter campaign, a
bunch of vigilant consumers crowd-funded an app to foil the Malibu residents who have managed to
obscure access to their privileged beaches. The app shows the public exactly where to access these
beaches and claim what is rightfully theirs.
Disintermidation: The End of Agency
In an era where the middleman is thoroughly disintermediated, there simply will be no room for an
agency agreement. The best we can hope for is affiliate-style arrangements. Brokers, real estate
agents, advertising agents, newsagents, and financial intermediaries and the like are all facing oblivion.
The value of the agency relationship has always been the transfer of rights and privileges
Authenticity & Transparency: The End of Privacy
We all read George Orwell’s seminal novel 1984 with some apprehension that that might be indeed
our future. As it turns out, he was right in principle. The only thing that he was wrong about was about
WHO Big Brother was going to be.
Instead of some evil government (privileged, superior individuals) who abuse their power with disdain
it turns out that we are going to be our own Big Brother (and Sister).
Rayner79 writes as follows about social media as a virtual Panopticon.
In sharing online, we are playing to a crowd. On some level, we acknowledge this. The crowd
consumes the content that we share and, if we are favoured, it passes it on. The crowd honours
the identity that we create by sharing this content.
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Sharing online is not solely a matter of self-affirmation and self-creation. For many people, the
sharing impulse stems from a sincere desire to empower and inform their tribes and
communities. We may be genuinely committed to getting the word out, or passing the word
along, or just playing a part in keeping the conversation going by commenting on or liking what
others have shared. The point is that whatever action we take, we make a personal statement
in doing so: ‘I affirm this; I share it; I like it’. We speak to a crowd of our personal preferences,
and we like nothing more than for the crowd to affirm those preferences in return.
No doubt this satisfies a deep psychological need for recognition. Whatever it is that drives it, it
draws us back to share and share again.
We are willing to sacrifice privacy, because we are commanding the medium to affirm our
identity. As Rayner writes eloquently: Creative self-affirmation is the most popular game online.
We play this game whenever we select material to share with friends or craft messages to
frame our posts. The name of the game is to present oneself, via one’s tweets, posts, likes,
comments, and shares, in the light in which one aspires to be viewed.
Privacy is the price we pay to craft our aspirational identity – possibly in the hope that such identity
will be realised.
The End of Responsibility
Society is not only becoming more infantile in its practices and deteriorating self-control that is
normally associated with young children, we are downright denying responsibility.
This is evidenced by the ever-popular term ‘YOLO’ and the waves of crazy stunts (memes) that seem to
plague society relentlessly: Planking. Milking. Gangnam Style.
The term instant gratification has been popular with marketers for a few decades at least. One can
argue that each ageing generation blames younger generations of an inability to manage their urges
and as much as I want to resist this; it does seem self-evident.
Again it is impossible to definitely research and track trends. Researchers Rabin and O’Donoghue from
Berkeley open a research paper80 with this statement: ‘Casual observations, introspection, millennia of
folk wisdom and a mass of psychological research all suggest people have self-control problems.’ Let’s
just accept that weight of evidence that people are indeed victim of their whims, and whilst it is not
possible to say with any certainty that this is an increasing trend, what is certain is that it is increasingly
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easy to satisfy your every whim. Want a pizza at 3am? Order it. Want a pair of shoes today? No
problem, order and you shall receive. Don’t have money? No problem, whip out the plastic.
On a more metaphysical note, society is losing its patience with the thinkers and philosophers. Most
countries seem to worship at the altar of pragmatism and rationalism as if those worldviews are all
that matter and all that
Ironically, whilst we are seemingly increasing our exposure and expressing our preference to get the
‘raw data’ and have news ‘unfiltered’ by journalists be also have less time and arguably les ability to
actually process what that data means. Thinking is seen as simple problem solving. Nicholas Carr81
states it well:
I think we begin to believe that thinking is always just a matter of kind of rapid problem-solving
and exchanging information in a very utilitarian conception of how we should use our mind.
And what gets devalued is those kind of more contemplative, more solitary modes of thought
that in the past anyway, were considered central to the experience of life, to the life of the mind
certainly, and even to our social lives.
Vigilantism
There are many examples of how people generally and consumers specifically are taking control of
their environments. Vigilantes are empowered by technology and encouraged by the (false?) bravado
of ‘tribe’ in the social media wings who are called to arms with a single tweet. Perversely enough, the
counter-balancing trend of trolls, whilst universally despised for their crass insensitivity, also plays an
important role in calling out the fakes for their inauthenticity and inconsistencies. Internet trolls may
just be a necessary evil.
And if they can help the world by reducing the amount of self-righteous posturing that is occurring on
an almost daily basis, I can overlook some of the bad stuff. For surely the ‘social mob’, drunk on the
sudden power to destroy brands and people who make mistakes, sometimes innocently, is as much an
evil force as the trolls themselves.
Read this82 and weep I
IT’S NOT the first time that everyday people all over the world have decided to reclaim the
streets, and it surely won’t be the last. In the face of discontent and apathy about politics – in
response to the democratic deficit between citizens, politicians and financial markets – citizens
will always look for better alternatives to the existing political structure.
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Global Noise is about making ourselves heard. In a democracy, the government should be by the
people and for the people. The reality is that we are asked to cast a vote once every three years,
watch our elected representatives change all their policies and just shut up. The world is facing
a great variety of issues that perpetuate conflict, poverty and political apathy. We must identify
those issues and propose alternatives. I think the three main areas that need to be addressed
are democracy, economics and rights.
Read this83 and weep II
This is the story of how ONE reader sent Victoria’s Secret scurrying for cover.
But because one person was particularly offended by this particular item, and found a ready
echo chamber at a web site dedicated to issues relating to race, and then the online ‘news’ sites
like Huffington Post and The Daily Mail reported it as a controversy, the product disappeared
from Victoria Secret’s site.
That’s not evidence of peer-to-peer collaboration or effecting meaningful change in the world, is
it?
Most brands are realizing that there’s someone out in the ethersphere who will be offended by
something it does. Online tech gives everyone a soapbox (again, I’m all for it) and makes anyone
a potential rabble-rouser. And then it stops…right there…since very few people are actually
equipped to propose real things, inspired to lead one another, or willing to take the time and
effort effecting real change takes.
Still, so much marketing gets away with selling us impossible ideals of beauty, happiness, and
success, even in 2012.
Corporations and governments should be scared shitless of the day when we of the huddled
masses figure out that we can use the Internet to change the things they offer us.
These words are going to prove prophetic indeed. And all people (not only early adopters) will
eventually realise the power they have.
The list of examples abounds and every country will have their own case studies in vigilante
consumerism. The term “Vigilante Consumer” was coined by Faith Popcorn four years ago and it has
grown in strength as it reached mainstream.
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There are stories about Australian personalities that incurred the wrath of the mob. Links are all from a
website devoted exclusively to helping people start petitions. There are pages devoted to Alan Jones84,
Vile Kyle85 (Sandilands) and even the CEO Bernie Brookes86 about his NDIS comments.
Rather than list numerous examples, simply explore change.org or google ‘vigilante citizen’ or go to
vigilantecitizen.com (if you want to see the perverse and scary potential of vigilantism) – and of course
there is Reddit.com that proved the power of citizen policing with the Boston Bombers in 2013 (with
near perilous outcome when the wrong suspect was identified.)
Whilst we recognise in principle that power is being returned to the people – the wildcard in all of this
is technology. It will amplify the trends and consequently the potential to do good and the potential to
do harm. In our 30s-40s mirror period, the (radio) technology was controlled centrally but that does
not apply any more.
This vigilantism manifests itself subtly and is well-disguised. Tony Abbot (Australian Opposition Leader
in 2013) opined on this fact upon critiquing the book (The Lucky Culture and the Rise of an Australian
Ruling Class by Nick Cater, HarperCollins, 2013).
He agreed with the author87 that “there’s a powerful new commentariat, dominant in the media,
academia and public administration, that is every bit as condescending as the aristocracy he left
behind in Britain. In contemporary Australia, the worst snobbery is not directed towards people of
lower status, he says, but towards people of different opinions. He thinks that this ‘my opinion must be
better than yours’ conceit is putting at risk the egalitarianism that’s at the heart of Australians’ sense
of self.”
Other emergent properties of the system are more positive – or at least not overtly negative. All of
these emergent properties will profoundly shape the business models of the future.
Localisation & Ubiquity
There are several examples of technologies that reflects the domain attribute of localisation and
ubiquity. NFC is extreme localisation/ WiFi, iBeacons and the like are similar examples where the
technology will enable deeply personal experiences.
Of course not only that type of technology applies – the good old-fashioned internet enables business
models like UBER – which is about bringing taxis into the community in personal, responsive and
potentially ubiquitous way.
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UBER is actually a great example of caveman-thinking helping to identify the business opportunity. In
the caveman economy, only the select few had the right kind of transport. (The warriors may have
horses and the women and children were on foot.
Relational Inversion
What if your supplier is your real customer?
What if the consumer is simply a resource/asset that retailer can ‘sell’ to brand suppliers? What if the
retailer’s job is to create an environment that attracts potential consumers to the store in order to
satisfy the needs of its ‘real customers – the supplier? Is a retail brand not simply a meta-brand? (A
brand of brands.)
Is a student a ‘product’ of a university that is ‘bought’ by society or industry; or is a student a
customers of the university simply buying educational services? In a collaborative world where
intellectual property is the valuable commodity, does the student body potentially not add more value
to the university than the academics?
Similarly, the retail supply chain needs to evaluate its philosophy towards the various stakeholders.
Historically, access to the retail distribution network was the only option for suppliers/brands, and
retailers could use this threat of responding to the needs of consumers to vary your offering to
manipulate suppliers. Is it any surprise that the retail brands who are suffering the most have
traditionally been the most powerful?
The larger retailers introduced house brands (private labels) to further weaken the position of
suppliers. Many retailers, including smaller retailers, have dismissive attitudes towards supplier
representatives.
Times have changed: The web has enabled the creation of an alternative channel (directly) to the
consumer for the supplier. Retailers who have wielded their power (of distribution and access to the
consumer) may now be paying the price as their ‘customers’ (the suppliers) AND their consumers (their
assets) are connecting directly.
This channel disruption demands price convergence (between offline and online) and retailers who are
stuck with legacy infrastructure (including rents) must now secure better prices from the suppliers in
order to remain competitive; ironically at a time when relationships are at a low point.
The balance of power is shifting - possibly to the extent that you have to consider your supplier as
your real customer. All stakeholders are important, but at this particular juncture the balance of
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power in the retail supply chain is being redressed in favour of a long-neglected stakeholder: the
supplier. This means that retailers must adopt a different mindset towards their suppliers. (And so
should some suppliers, but that is another story.)
The answer is of course more than embracing anew set of rules of marketing; it is about fundamentally
changing the business model and re-shaping the corporate culture to fit this new era.
Whether any of these scenarios will play out, I don’t know for sure. If they do, no one can accurately
predict when. In many ways that does not matter. What matters is how we respond. NOW!
Artisanality
Businesses have exhibited knee-jerk reactions that demonstrate very superficial understanding of the
actual trends and the fundamental nature of the shift. We need to think carefully about how marketing
will evolve. Whilst I use the term ‘artisanal’ it is meant to convey the intimate, craft-orientated and
personal nature of the task at hand.
For example, businesses small and large have jumped on the social media bandwagon. How many
businesses have started a Facebook page – only for it to peter out a few weeks or months later when
they realise that (a) it is not really free (b) it takes a lot of work and (c) it may or may not be relevant to
their consumers. And like any ‘trend’, marketers often jump on board88 and turn it into a buzzword
that rips any meaning out of it. But despite the abuses, the
Examples of how this translates
Promotion: Labels must contain all the
information to allow consumer to
make informed decisions – even if it is
to the detriment.
Price: Variable pricing to reflect true
cost to a specific consumer means that
city people won’t subsidise country
people.
Product: Made to craftsmanship quality (early Apple products are good examples)
Place (Distribution): Available where the consumer wants it = ultra-convenience. Why do I have to
come to the pharmacy when I am ill?
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STRATEGIC DRIVERS OF FUTURE BUSINESS MODELS
The final chapter is of course where the rubber hits the proverbial road. This is where we discover if
this view of the future may well indeed qualify as a statement of prophesy,
Prof Ted Levitt formulated that time question in the early 1960’s: “What business are we in?” In my
view it is one of the smartest and most enduring and valuable questions a business can and should ask
itself all the time. It forces you to (re-)consider the essence of the organisation.
But what comes next?
This is where my views part again with popular conception. Most businesses (consultant, coaches,
practitioners and all) adopt the Business Plan as their de facto response to how they think about the
future and how they intend to respond to the future.
I wrote in 2009 that: I don’t believe in business planning89. That got quite a few comments, some in
agreement and some not.
I was told by one commentator: If you plan and never do then fail is assured. And another said: To
succeed long term though, (…) require planning, unless the plan is to react in a status-quo knee-jerk
manner.
To prove my point, I followed that post up by taking a dig at the inability of all the ‘business planners’
to see the GFC90 coming. Well, it seems as if a Harvard Professor agrees.
Amar Bhidé91 researched and wrote The Origin and Evolution of New Businesses (Oxford University
Press,) and found that 93 percent of all successful companies had to abandon their original business
plan — because the original plan proved not to be viable
Roy Williams (Wizard of Ads) writes on Bide’s work and concludes:
Successful companies have an ability to improvise. Unsuccessful companies blindly "stick to the plan.
The principal difference between hope and a plan is presumption about the future.
The intended plan is deliberate.
The improvised plan is emergent.
Eric Barker describes the difference between ‘deliberate’ and ‘emergent’ as follows:
"Deliberate is what’s in the business plan, the PowerPoint deck, the list of goals. And that’s what ends
up changing 93% of the time. Emergent is what you find along the way. It’s when your baby nephew
ignores the gift you bought him… but LOVES the shiny wrapping paper. The heart medication
research… that ends up becoming Viagra."
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I called the ‘emergent plan’ the business model92 – that is the FRAMEWORK that describes how you
intend to produce money in your business. I have written many times that our ability to change 93 is the
core capability we must acquire.
And now the professor agrees, because 93% of successful businesses abandon the original plan.
Despite the poor track record and low probability of success of a business plan, WHY do organisations,
banks, consultants and the like STILL insist on business planning as some sort of panacea?
I think the world is catching on and moving on. In the current internet start-up culture we even have a
word for it – you ‘PIVOT’ the business.
GROUPON started as ThePoint.com, a site launched in November 2007 that lets you start a
campaign asking people to give money or do something as a group
INSTAGRAM founders started a location-based service called Burbn, most comparable to
Foursquare.
FLICKR started a ‘Game Neverending’, a massively multiplayer online roleplaying game
And FACEBOOK once was Facemash, a site comparable to HotOrNot.com, putting two pictures of
people next to each other and asking the user to identify which one was 'hotter.'
There is a very long list, Google the topic if you are interested.
The first flaw of every plan is that it fails to appreciate that the future is not more of the past. And even
if the planners can see that future clearly, it suffers from the second flaw of all business plans; that it
reflects the prejudices, the fears and worst of all the internal politics of the people writing the plan.
The solution is to develop and/or understand your business model very clearly. Then construct a
business system that will help you become antifragile (not merely resilient) so that you constantly
adapt (and pivot) towards success.
In this short post94 I list a number of obvious trends and explain the choice organisations face in
responding to it. The brevity may be disguising the importance of the message.
If business planning is NOT the appropriate response to the future, what is? In the context of this short
treatise, the answer to the following question is the best starting point for an emergent strategy:
What would Caveman Do?

If you ask me to summarise the idea I am proposing and filter that though my perspectives, biases, and
experiences, I would have to draw on the image of the Caveman.
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The (portion of) the shape that I can see is an ARC. The arc of human endeavour is reverting back to
the Neolithic Stone Age – metaphorically speaking. Of course the arc does not curve on the same plane
because 100000 years of technology irrevocable changed us and our environment.
The ultimate paradox is perhaps that we endured thousands of wars, untold famines and brought our
environment to its knees (by some accounts) only to revert to type.
It seems as if human behaviours are driven my immutable innate preferences and that our future is
much like our past.
The question Christians ask themselves as a guide to their behaviour and decision making ‘what would
Jesus do’? Instead of (or in addition to) the WWJD armband, I am proposing that we ask ourselves
WWCD: What would Caveman do?
How do Cavemen entertain themselves?
They make their own entertainment as and when they want to be entertained.
Music, as an industry, seemed to be the canary in the gold mine of disruption. The first (commercial),
or at least one of the earliest industries to be massively disrupted by the internet was music. Music is
in my opinion the most universal accessible form of art. Everybody hums a tune. Everybody listens to
music. Everyone has a taste in music. (There is a rare medical condition, MISOPHONIA, indicating
selective sensitivity to sounds, often also associated with ADHD.) There is no scientific data on this but
I would be confident that more people engage with music more regularly than any other art form,
including reading for leisure. (Aversion to shopping mall muzak is not a disease; it is a sign of good
taste.)
Music was transformed by Napster, which became the subject of legal battles. The business model of
the day is cloud-based streaming which suggest that it is close the end of the arc.
Users don’t have to buy or store music. The simply access all the music that exists when they want. The
music is theirs while they listen to it. Once they stop, the music ceases to exist for all intents and
purposes. This is not dissimilar to the caveman who was only entertained while someone was playing
the music and doing the entertaining.
How do Cavemen consume food?
They procure it when they need it, off the land on demand.
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It seems quaint that futurists thought that by 2020 we would pop one ill a day and that food as we
know it would be redundant. The opposite has happened and food is celebrated and appreciated in its
most organic form.
How does Caveman interact with the technology of the day?
They make the technology they need and they share it within the tribe.
Technology was always seen as an endlessly upward (straight) line. But once processer capacity can
approximate reality (through virtuality) there is no need for additional speed. Once the cloud becomes
the default place for storage, our computers will effectively become dumb terminals again.
People chase technological improvements only to the point where it can do
How do Cavemen become educated?
They experience and they do and they learn by sticking closely to the side of their fathers.
The mechanistic classroom where 30 children scrub up and sit in a line to await instruction is now a
quaint industrial relic. Social learning is de rigueur, and rightly so. MOOCs flared up and promised
much (around 2012) and were once seen as spelling the end of traditional academia. Traditional
academic institutions won’t be saved, but their demise won’t be at the hand of MOOCs. They will day
for lack of relevance to the individual. In an age of extreme customisation, classroom learning becomes
incapable of meeting the individuals’ needs at the same time as technology precisely enables the
individual to do it themselves with free and open access to information. (The tipping point
How do Cavemen trade?
They barter and swop and share.
As I write this there are already several books published on the sharing economy. AirBnB is the
bellwether business for this era where ‘we share’. Cavemen had to share out of necessity – today we
share because we want to. Or maybe because it is innate to human nature.
How do Cavemen work?
They hunt and gather when they have to.
Today people are increasingly working in corporations of one. The global warrior is a solo entrepreneur
with a deep expertise that is engaged as and when needed to solve a specific problem. A ‘lifestyle
business’ is the new black. Books like Ferris’s’ 4-hr working week – despite the obvious ridiculousness
of the claim in the title of the book sold like hot cakes because it appealed to our desire to unlock the
secret to success of working only as much as needed.
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Interestingly enough, as the boundaries between work and leisure blurs so does our desire to work in
the industrial complex with hierarchies and titles. In a tribe, there is one chief and everyone else is
measure by the contribution they make. The better hunter has a wider choice of maidens to bowl over.
Instinctively then we choose to specialise and to find the domain where we can be the best hunter. It is
the smart thing to do to narrow the expertise down to a level where we can dominate – and
technology enables us to make a narrow field of expertise viable. (The classic long tail shape was
identified and popularised by Chris Anderson in his book95.)
Towards a new methodology
Naturally a methodology cannot be prescriptive, because that would run counter to my central
proposition. What follows is more suggestive of a loose process, but if my own thinking is anything to
go by, my mind will jump between stages in a non-linear fashion, and this does not seem to cause too
much problems. (At least not for me.)
The stages mentioned below correspond roughly with the topics I addressed in the first half of this
short treatise.
Stage 1: Insight Harvesting
You can use the data mining of Noreena Herz or scale focus groups like Faith Popcorn. Or you can just
read, read, read, observe, think and read some more. If you are lucky, an original idea may germinate
and find fertile soil in the jumble of facts and ideas in your head.
Stage 2: Pattern-making
Spot the Universals - look for the attractors. It is especially important to recognise the difference
between symptoms and actual, underlying causal factors; these would be the true attractors that
bends the shapes.
Connect the Dots – look for the iterative elements. Find how the pattern repeats in various domains
and in various applications. The more evidence you see of
Stage 3: Contextualisation
Study the ‘initial conditions’ for those triggers that may cause radically different outcomes tot what
one may initially think. This is very important. As chaos theory suggests, the outcome will radically
different depending on these initial conditions.
Stage 4: Emergence
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Stage 2 and 3 are more amenable to the hard sciences (data mining, statistics). Stage 1 and 2 are more
qualitative, subjective and even personal in nature. This stage of exploring emergent properties of the
system is the hardest to explain and to get right. One can only hope to get it partially right as Toffler
did with his Third Wave. Finding the emergent properties is the intuitive search for the differences
between the sum of the parts and the whole, where neither the parts nor the whole (of the system
under investigation) can be fully understood or completely identified. Can you foretell that smoke
would emerge from an understanding of the component parts of a fire? Or that a soul would emerge
from the mind?
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CONCLUSION
You may find yourself strangely confused at this point: on the one hand I am saying there is a system
that behaves in such a way that we can actually identify the patterns and the attractors that create
those patterns. And then that these systems are sensitive to initial conditions and anything can trigger
the system to divert, re-shape and re-form in totally unexpected ways.
And that is exactly what I am saying. Anyone who promises you a methodology that will perfectly
predict the future would obviously be lying, since the impossibility of that is not a contestable fact. The
fact that I suggest there are likely unanticipated outcomes should actually assure the reader of the
honesty of my intentions.
The main point I made is that everything is changing. (You already know that, but may prefer not to
think about and certainly hoping it lasts long enough for you to sell the business or build up a large
enough superannuation fund before the s&*t hits the fan, right?)
Right now your systems are redundant and technologies are obsolete. Your training is ineffective and
old-school and your strategies are superseded by reality. Your market knowledge gathered via
traditional research is redundant, and the vision of the future is clouded.
The first step in the process of future-proofing the business is to create a clear understanding of what
that future might look like.
In order to do so with any meaningful chance of usefulness, we need to have the mental models that
allow us to recognise patterns, describe the behaviour of those systems in terms of its emergent
properties – to the point of understanding and anticipating how it might unexpectedly change. We
should abandon linear extrapolations because straight lines simply don’t exist in any of these systems.
We must learn to distinguish between trends and attractors. We should think carefully about the
manifestation of the system vs the direction of change. We should study trigger factors carefully.
Imagining what the caveman would do is not merely an analogy, it sets the basis or foundation of
reimagining our near future. It should come as no surprise to the reader that I am not a futurist in the
traditional sense of the word. As an outsider looking in I wanted to criticise the sate of affairs, but at
the very least make the effort to also contribute constructively to the conversation and the evolution.
Call to Arms
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Throwing Twenty Darts
Just for fun, let’s throw a few darts at the dartboard of the future. Readers will remember that whilst
we can take a long-term view in order to arrive at our understanding of the patterns of our system, we
can only look ahead for a short period because the system is sensitive to initial conditions. I have
promised earlier that I will explore some of these scenarios in the domain (retail and marketing) where
I operate most of the time. Some of these prognostications may seem to suffer from the same
ailments I described in the opening of the book, but suffice to say that I have arrived at these
‘predictions’ via a different process.
No data was collected or harmed in the production of these are broad-brush scenarios/value systems
that are likely to play out and dominate our lives in the:
1. Privacy sacrificed for the common good. The people in the cave know the people in the cave,
flaws and all.
2. Crowd-sourced news, policing, finance, education and almost every thing you can think of as
the tribe looks after the tribe
3. Your reputation is your capital
4. The positive this new transparency is the purging of corrupt officials/ politicians etc. (Weiner,
Gingrich, Belusconi, News of the World)
5. The negative of this new transparency is that we will see witch hunts return (Alan Jones
anyone?)
6. Intellectual Property is not valued because it is too 'individual'. (Besides with 3D printing, who is
going to control who copies what?) Ever member of the tribe contributes to their own ability
and a sophisticated form of direct bartering helps the wheels of reciprocity turn.
7. Tribes still have leaders, but the power of the 99% lies in their ability to isolate and destroy
anyone individual quickly. If you slow down the clan, they will leave you for the wild animals to
find you.
8. A new class system will emerge where there are no geographic boundaries – but groups who
identify with each other and their situations (and status) will group together. The same may go
for religious groups.
9. Consumption patterns are currently 'value orientated' and likely to remain that way. This
report96 by McKinsey (winning in Value Driven World) is excellent and thought-provoking.
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10. Consumers will pay more for experiences than they will pay for stuff. You can borrow/share
stuff but experiences are immersive and personal (even if it involves other people).
11. DIY or DIFMBMIP (Do It For Me, But Make It Personal).
12. The economic system is unstable, in transition and vulnerable.
13. Technology is empowering the consumer which means no organisation will have the power (for
long) to dictate the outcome. As powerful as Amazon is right now, it only takes a small tweak in
technology to connect the writer directly with the reader and Amazon is history…
14. Social Media is teaching brands that they have diminishing power and that they in fact don’t
really own the brand. (They never did, it was always what the customer thought the brand was
anyway – but it is now becoming evident.)
15. Winners won’t be easy to pick and their success may be fleeting as it depends on the fickle
goodwill of the consumer. (It always has, but consumers now have direct, swift and powerful
recourse because they can activate the Social Mob.)
16. The traditional channels of communication are fracturing, and there are likely to be periods of
consolidation followed by disruptive fractures again.
17. The dollars available for consumption of goods and services (worldwide) increases only
marginally over time.
18. As competition increases (supply side) the price of goods and services will drop in order to seek
an increase volume to offset reduction in margin.
19. The cost of going online is dropping in terms of infrastructure but the cost of being found
online is escalating (a lot).
20. The internet is a big, big world and there is room for millions of players in the ‘long tail’
products. Somewhere, someone will find success repairing Star Wars memorabilia or millions
niches like that – but the number of major new fashion sites (for instance) to be launched in the
next few years will be counted in the tens – not a lot for the global economy.
Most executives think (and advisors will tell you) the rules are changing which makes it a different
game. You simply have to re-learn the new rules. (I use that metaphor myself because people are
familiar with it, but it is not really helpful.)
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The new game is an ever-changing game. It’s not as if it used be Aussie Rules that evolved into Rugby
League. It is more like while you are playing cricket and it becomes croquet and you are competing
against a pole vaulter and it is all happening in a pool.
It is not about learning new rules it is about learning how to relearn constantly and responding to it.
This article from Harvard Business Review97 states it like this:
To reinvent itself, an organization must first uncover its hidden context. Only when
an organization is threatened, losing momentum, or eager to break new ground will
it confront its past and begin to understand why it must break with its outmoded
present. And only then will a company’s employees come to believe in a powerful
new future, a future that may seem beyond the organization’s reach.
It is not about needlessly fiddling with the latest ideas and platforms; it is about progressively adapting
to the environment we are in.
Hopefully none of these ‘trends’ are surprising because they are not meant to convey any new insight
beyond what most consumers of news and current affairs will be well aware of. They serve as an
introduction to the frameworks that follow because these frameworks demonstrate broadly the
strategies that are so aligned and synchronised that it makes it possible for the organisation to
effectively become future-proof, and most importantly, for the individual to become a participant in
our own future.
Does Caveman need a degree? No – he can just learn from his neighbour.
Does Caveman need a new car? No – he can borrow his brother’s sled.
Does Caveman need to be entertained? Yes – and he will participate in making it memorable.
What will Caveman eat? Whatever it is that’s easy and convenient.
Will Caveman save?
Will Caveman…?
The questions are endless. The answers are fascinating. I feel the need to grab a club and go and hit
someone over the head…
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